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Outline

▪Ethics—departing attorneys

▪ Taxation—ABCs

▪ Law firm structures

▪ Thoughts on capitalization, succession and taxation.

▪Ethics—Sale of law practice, “of counsel,” and non-lawyer 

owners of firms.  
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Ethics—departing lawyers

▪ ABA Formal Opinion 489

▪ Released December 19, 2019 (pre-pandemic)

▪ Obligations related to notice when lawyers change firms
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ABA Model Rule 5.6

▪ The opinions conclusions are based primarily on Model Rule 5.6, 

which Montana has adopted.  

▪ Obligation to enforce falls to management, and professional liability. 
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Key Conclusions of ABA Formal Opinion 489 

▪ Have to cooperate in exit. Departing lawyer must have access to 

resources (can’t lock out of the office or out of electronic systems). 

▪ Can’t provide financial disincentives for lawyer exit (loss of 

distributions or draws). (Note that California takes a different view). 

▪ Best practice is joint letter. Clients are not property/chattels, they 

get to choose.  

▪ Departing attorney should tell firm before clients of departure.  

▪ Non-competes and non-solicitations are broadly prohibited.  
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Key Conclusions of ABA Formal Opinion 489 

▪ All clients where there is “significant client contact” need a 

communication.  

▪ Firm can require confidential information to be wiped after departure.

▪ Attorney allowed to take sufficient information for future conflict 

purposes.  

▪ Fixed notice periods are not permitted (i.e. provide 180 days).  

▪ No guidance on contingency case transfers re. invested costs. 
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Sample Joint Communication

Dear Client:

This is a joint letter from [firm] and [attorney] about your above-listed matter(s).

Effective [Date], [attorney] will be leaving [firm] to join [new firm].  Between now and then, 

he can be reached at [firm]. Although [attorney] has chosen to embark on a new venture, 

[he/she] and [firm] part with the highest professional respect for, and continuing friendship 

with, each other.

As a client, the selection of counsel is entirely your choice.  You may choose whether you wish 

to be represented in these matters by [attorney] at his new firm, by [firm], or in some other 

fashion.  Regardless of the choice you make, please be assured that all of your work will 

continue to receive the attention and quality of service to which you are accustomed.  

Please mark your selection on the following page.  If you select for your file to be transferred to 

[attorney]  he will send you a new client letter over email for your review and execution.  
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Taxation—ABCs

▪ Schedule C

o Individual practitioner reports income and expenses as business expense. Practice 

can be organized as a single member PLLC.  Minimal complexity and minimal 

opportunities for tax planning.  

▪ Passthrough (S Corp or Partnership).

o Tax items allocated to the owners through k1.

o S Corp must pay “reasonable salary” to shareholders shown on w2.

o S Corp must allocate tax items and distribute cash in proportion to share ownership, 

single owner S corps allowed (PC or PLLC).

o Subject to having “economic effect” allocations and distributions of a partnership 

must be based on the partnership agreement. 

▪ Corporation

o Shareholders receive wage, and also can receive dividends 1099-DIV based on 

share ownership.  
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Entity types and permissible tax structures

▪ PLLC/LLC

▪ Schedule C (disregarded) if one member

▪ Partnership (default if two members, and must have at least 2 members)

▪ S Corp or C Corp.  

▪ PC or Inc.

▪ S Corp or C Corp.  

▪ PLLP, LLP, LP

▪ Must have two partners, partnership.    

▪ Conversion

▪ Schedule C can convert to partnership or C Corp and S Corp tax free. 

▪ Partnership can convert to C Corp and S Corp tax free.

▪ Significant tax conversion implications to convert C Corp or S Corp to 

partnership.  
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Suggested Firm Evolution

Profit > $200kSchedule C
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Tax considerations in making “partner”

▪ “Profits Interests” in partnership can be awarded tax free.  No 

deduction to firm and no income to partner.  

▪ Profits Interest is a right to profits, but not capital of firm (i.e. share of 

proceeds on distribution).

▪ If “buy-in” what is occurring.  Two options:

▪ Firm is issuing interests, thus capital paid is added to firm; or

▪ Another partner is selling their interest, thus selling partner realizes gain/loss 

generally capital in character.  

▪ Critical to understand what type of transaction is occurring and to 

document it accordingly.  
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Considerations in tax planning

▪Ability to access and fund a 401(k).

▪ Employer match is generally deductible, and thus provides 

significant arbitrage.  

▪ Roth 401(k).  

▪Minimize Self-employment tax. 

▪Minimize Medicare surcharge. 

▪ Implications on law firm distribution of profit.  

▪Minimize penalties and interest.  

▪ Partnership draws and tax advances. 
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The S Election & Partnership 

▪ Potential to avoid self-employment taxes.

▪ Set reasonable salary, and then anything to social security wage base 
is not subject to self-employment taxes. 

▪ Social security wage base is $142,800 in 2021.  

▪ Some opportunity for avoiding social security if “reasonable salary” is 
less.  At a wage of $80,000, taxpayer would save $7,100 annually.  
For many senior lawyers in states other than Montana reasonable 
salary > $142,800 so little tax planning benefit. 

o Social security is likely to eventually benefit individual, so do you want truly want 
to avoid it?  

▪ Medicare surcharge—1.45% to 2.35%  For very high incomes S 
election produces savings of $750 to $1175 per $50k.
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The S Election & Partnership 

▪ S election works well in closely held law firm context, but creates 

rigidity as distribution are incentivized to follow ownership of firm.

o If firm equally owned by shareholders, then wages are only mechanism to vary 

compensation.    

▪ S election also exposes shareholders/members to allocated income 

with no corresponding distribution compared to C Corp.

o i.e.—if firm retains $100k of cash, generated from income, to fund growth, 

shareholder/members must pay tax for the firm to bank the $100k with no 

corresponding distribution of cash.  

▪ Partnership has tax attributes, but no salary, and therefore all income 

is subject to social security up to cap.
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The C Corp structure

▪ Two tiers of tax.  

▪Some potential for tax savings with dividends.  

▪ Lower C Corp tax rates allow for more tax efficient growth. 

$100k in retained income has about a $14k tax savings v. 

partnership under current law due to (currently) lower C 

Corp rates.    

▪Most distributions done through wages, which are exposed 

to Medicare surcharges, social security, and taxes.  
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Hybrid Structure

▪ Individual shareholders form individual S corps to hold partnership interest.  

▪ Allocated income can avoid Medicare tax. 

▪ Consider how retirement plan, liability insurance, and client responsibilities interact. 

▪ Individuals can also further deduct expenses relevant to their practice that may be challenging to 

deduct in firm culture—expensive CLEs, vehicles, additional support staff.  

distribution
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General planning conclusions

▪ For most solo practitioners, Schedule C is a great place to be until 

income/profit exceeds $100,000.

▪ For practitioners working with others, the PLLC taxed as a partnership 

is the preferred structure due to its flexibility until each partner’s 

income starts to exceed $100,000.  

▪ After $150,000, practitioners should start to consider use of S election 

if they expect to have $250k plus years or can justify reasonable 

salary < $125k. 

▪ For most practitioners, low hanging fruit is robust 401(k) pension/profit 

sharing plans.  The ability to allocate $56k annually to Roth and 

associated tax-free growth, with employer match, needs to be 

prioritized.
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Law firm structures

▪ Fundamental question—how is profit distributed to adequately 

incentive work?

▪General truths:

o Most law firm value is personal goodwill. People hire individuals, not 

firms. Little value in selling established firm. Personal goodwill value is 

benefited by reputation of firm and firm’s broad capacity.    

o Law firms needs working capital, especially with contingency work. 

Litigation finance shows general value of this capital. 

o Specialization is more likely to occur at larger firms where barriers to 

trading/delegating work are lower. Specialization should translate to 

higher rates. 
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Law firm structures

o There may be diseconomies of scale to grow a firm—support staff 

matching, office space, challenges of finding compatible partners—

until firm reaches a certain size (> 20) where economies of scale start 

to kick in.  

o Due to technology, small firms can operate lean and profitable, but 

may be limited in scale due to malpractice ceilings. 

o Data is critical. You can’t manage what you don’t know. Who brought 

the client in? Who managed the client? And who serviced the client?
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The Partnership/Allocation Agreement

▪ Can be formal or informal, but should be in writing.  

▪ Consider when it clears—how are taxes allocations made and when is it tested (end 

of year, or look back in January).  Does it smooth over years with weighting? 

▪ What factors determine compensation and what are they proxies for?  Length of time 

with the firm? Collected dollars? Cost of attorney—do all attorneys cost the firm the 

same amount?  Origination by the attorney? Qualitative contributions to the firm 

(diversity, mentorship, leadership)? 

▪ People won't respond to it, if they don’t understand it.  

▪ Does it incentive trade, or siloing?  

▪ How is the partnership governed?  Are decisions made collectively by all partners, or 

are partners limited to electing managers. 

▪ Depending on firm size, consider role of general counsel and non-attorneys as 

managers. 
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Partnership Buy-In and Buy-Out

▪ Does a partners need to buy in, and if so, what is the buy in going towards?  

▪ Is the partner adding equity to allow the partnership to redeem a retiring partner for 

their service to the firm? 

▪ Is the partner buying into a stream of profits that they receive independent of their 

effort (though usually subject to some minimum)?

▪ Consider if firm requires significant working capital float, are partners that provide it 

compensated for the float?  Potentially a first tier return on capital distribution.  

▪ Ethical considerations—potentially an offering of a security, what disclosures have 

the partners provided to the new partner?  Have they seen the partnership 

agreement?  Books and records of the firm?  Have these every been audited?  Is the 

partner able to understand the agreement?
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General considerations

▪ Best practice is to convey early the expectations around partnership 

and generally what it means (i.e. 1st interview).  Goal is to avoid error 

costs between parties with different goals/personalities/objectives.  

The smaller the firm, the more critical.  

▪ Financial information should be shared with non-partners as is 

reasonable to set expectations about firm and what partnership may 

mean for the attorney. 

▪ Partnership does not have to be a one-way street. 

▪ Partnership agreements should be reviewed by outside counsel in 

conjunction with tax counsel to ensure alignment in operation with 

practice.  
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General considerations

▪ Related (building partnerships) can create significant friction if terms 

(lease) are not disclosed and at arms length.  Partners may also have 

fiduciary duty to invite law firm partners to participate in building 

partnership.

▪ Partnership “fights” can destroy firms.  Avoid through transparent 

governance, compensation, and symmetrical deals.  

▪ Are partnership distributions individual to the attorney, or do they 

include some amount of general firm profit? (i.e. eat what you kill?).  
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Practical Options on Structuring
▪ Consider bifurcating partnership into two-unit types: capital and profit.

o This is the trend at almost all larger firms.    

▪ Capital units are held by those partners that want to contribute to the float of 
the firm or fund growth, and receive annual yield.  

▪ All partners are profit partners and share in remaining profit based on their 
relative collections.  

▪ Consider a weighed distribution. Current year 50%, prior year 30%, and year 
before 20%.  

▪ Consider fixed coverage amount before allocations kick-in. No profit 
distribution until attorney collects $100k (cost to firm).

▪ Closely track draws against expected performance throughout the year and 
be able to make mid-year corrections.   
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ABA Formal Opinion 90-357—Of Counsel

▪ “Of Counsel” denotes a “close, regular, personal relationship” between attorney and firm. 

▪ “Of Counsel” is the same as “counsel,” “senior counsel” or “special counsel” 

▪ The term indicates the individual is not a partner with managerial responsibility nor an 

associate or junior partner.  

▪ Uses: probationary partner, parttime practitioner, retired (or retiring) partners, to denote a 

permanent status with the firm between associate and partner.  

▪ Not used for: an association on a single case, a forwarder or receiver of work, or a 

consultant.  

▪ An attorney can be of counsel with a couple (probably 2) firms.  

▪ Can’t use attorney name on firm, unless retiring partner.  

▪ Important in crafting compensation arrangements, which are becoming critical for 

attorney recruitment and retention.     
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ABA Rule 1.17/MT Rule 1.19—Sale of Law Practice

▪Sales of law practices permitted if:

o Departing attorney stops practicing in geographic area where the 

practice occurred.

o The entire practice is sold.

o All clients provided actual notice.

• Client has 90 days to transfer file or object to transfer and must be notified of 

certain rights.

• Fees can’t increase. 

o ABA comment 11 provides that a Seller must exercise competence 

in identifying Buyer qualified to assume the practice.  

o ABA comment 12 provides that retirement from a law firm 

partnership is not sale.  
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Utah “Sandbox” Standing Order No. 15

▪ Rule 5.4 prohibits non-lawyers from having equity stake in law firm.

▪ Utah now permits if in compliance with Standing Order No. 15. 

▪ Entities that desire non-lawyer ownership or fee sharing must apply to Innovation 

Office.

▪ 48 applicants, 29 authorized to date. 

▪ 800 services delivered with 3 complaints. 



Questions?
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Thank You

Ross Keogh

406-206-9710

rkeogh@parsonsbehle.com
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 AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION       
STANDING COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY              

Formal Opinion 489        December 4, 2019 

Obligations Related to Notice When Lawyers Change Firms  

Lawyers have the right to leave a firm and practice at another firm.  Likewise, clients have the 

right to switch lawyers or law firms, subject to approval of a tribunal, when applicable (and 

conflicts of interest).  The ethics rules do not allow non-competition clauses in partnership, 

member, shareholder, or employment agreements.  Lawyers and law firm management have 

ethical obligations to assure the orderly transition of client matters when lawyers notify a firm 

they intend to move to a new firm.  Firms may require some period of advance notice of an intended 

departure.  The period of time should be the minimum necessary, under the circumstances, for 

clients to make decisions about who will represent them, assemble files, adjust staffing at the firm 

if the firm is to continue as counsel on matters previously handled by the departing attorney, and 

secure firm property in the departing lawyer’s possession.  Firm notification requirements, 

however, cannot be so rigid that they restrict or interfere with a client’s choice of counsel or the 

client’s choice of when to transition a matter.  Firms also cannot restrict a lawyer’s ability to 

represent a client competently during such notification periods by restricting the lawyer’s access 

to firm resources necessary to represent the clients during the notification period.  The departing 

lawyer may be required, pre- or post-departure, to assist the firm in assembling files, transitioning 

matters that remain with the firm, or in the billings of pre-departure matters.1    

I. Introduction 

As succinctly noted in ABA Op. 09-455, “Many lawyers change law firm associations during their 

careers.”  That opinion addressed the need to disclose to new firms information about clients of a 

departing lawyer in order to perform a conflict of interest analysis before the departing lawyer 

joins the new firm.  This opinion discusses the ethical obligations of both a departing lawyer and 

their former firm in protecting client interests during the lawyer’s transition.  Such ethical 

obligations include providing the firm with sufficient notice of the intended departure for the firm 

and departing lawyer to notify clients, work together to ensure that the transition of files as directed 

by clients is orderly and timely, return firm property, update remaining firm staff/lawyers, and 

organize files that clients authorize to remain with the firm.2  A departing lawyer’s and law firm’s 

agreement to cooperate in these matters post-departure is relevant in determining whether notice 

provided by such lawyer to the firm is consistent with these obligations and with Rule 5.6(a) as 

further discussed below.  Ideally the firm will have written policies to provide guidance to lawyers 

about the procedures the firm anticipates following when a lawyer leaves the firm.  This affords 

everyone some uniform expectations about working together to facilitate transitioning clients. 

                                                 
1 This opinion is based on the ABA Model Rules of Professional Conduct as amended by the ABA House of 

Delegates through August 2019. The laws, court rules, regulations, rules of professional conduct, and opinions 

promulgated in individual jurisdictions are controlling. 
2 See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 99-414 (1999) at n. 1 (clients should be given the 

option to stay with a firm, go with a departing attorney, or choose another firm altogether). 
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Firm partnership/shareholder/member/employment agreements cannot impose a notification 

period that would unreasonably delay the diligent representation of the client or unnecessarily 

interfere with a lawyer’s departure beyond the time necessary to address transition issues, 

particularly where the departing lawyer has agreed to cooperate post-departure in such matters.  

Nor may a firm penalize a client who wants to go with a departing lawyer by withholding firm 

resources the lawyer needs to continue to represent the client prior to departure.  Departing lawyers 

also have a duty, pre- or post-departure to cooperate with the firm they are leaving to assist in the 

organization and updating of client files for clients remaining with the firm, including docketing 

of deadlines, updating lawyers at the firm who will take over the file and the like, and similarly to 

cooperate reasonably in billing.  A departing partner may be required to return or account for firm 

property, such as intellectual property, proprietary information, and hardware/phones/computers, 

and to allow firm data to be deleted from all devices retained by the departing attorney, unless the 

data is part of the client files transitioning with the departing lawyer.3 

II. Analysis 

A. The Lawyer’s Obligation to Represent Clients Diligently 

Lawyers must represent clients competently and diligently.  Rule 1.3 provides: 

A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and promptness in representing a client. 

Rule 3.2 similarly requires: 

A lawyer shall make reasonable efforts to expedite litigation consistent with the interests 

of the client. 

In addition to the duty to represent clients diligently, lawyers have an obligation to communicate 

relevant information to clients in a timely manner, according to Rule 1.4.  This would include 

promptly notifying a client if a lawyer is changing law firm affiliations.4  Law firms may not 

restrict a lawyer’s prompt notification of clients, once the law firm has been notified or otherwise 

learns of the lawyer’s intended departure.  As noted in ABA Op. 99-414, “informing the client of 

the lawyer’s departure in a timely manner is critical to allowing the client to decide who will 

represent him.”5  While the departing lawyer and the firm each may unilaterally inform clients of 

the lawyer’s impending departure at or around the same time that the lawyer provides notice to the 

firm, the firm and departing lawyer should attempt to agree on a joint communication to firm 

clients with whom the departing lawyer has had significant contact, giving the clients the option 

of remaining with the firm, going with the departing attorney, or choosing another attorney.6  In 

                                                 
3 See State Bar of Ariz., Formal Op. 10-02 (2010) (“When a lawyer’s employment with a firm is terminated, both 

the firm and the departing lawyer have ethical obligations to notify affected clients, avoid prejudice to those clients, 

and share information as necessary to facilitate continued representation and avoid conflicts.  These ethical 

obligations can best be satisfied through cooperation and planning for any departure.”). 
4 See D.C. Bar Op. 273 (1997) (A lawyer has an obligation under Rule 1.4 to notify a client “sufficiently in advance 

of the departure to give the client adequate opportunity to consider whether it wants to continue representation by 

the departing lawyer and, if not, to make other representation arrangements.”). 
5 See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 99-414, supra note 2, at 2. 
6 Id. at n. 2 & 5; State Bar of Ariz., Formal Op. 99-14 (1999). 
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the event that a firm and departing lawyer cannot promptly agree on the terms of a joint letter, a 

law firm cannot prohibit the departing lawyer from soliciting firm clients.7 

Some states, such as Florida and Virginia, have a specific Rule of Professional Conduct regarding 

such situations.  For instance, Florida Rule of Professional Conduct 4-5.8(c)(1) provides: 

Lawyers Leaving Law Firms.  Absent a specific agreement otherwise, a 

lawyer who is leaving a law firm may not unilaterally contact those clients 

of the law firm for purposes of notifying them about the anticipated departure 

or to solicit representation of the clients unless the lawyer has approached an 

authorized representative of the law firm and attempted to negotiate a joint 

communication to the clients concerning the lawyer leaving the law firm and 

bona fide negotiations have been unsuccessful. 

Under the Model Rules, departing lawyers need not wait to inform clients of the fact of their 

impending departure, provided that the firm is informed contemporaneously.  Law firm 

management and lawyers remaining at the firm may also contact clients to inform them of the 

lawyer’s impending departure.  The preferred next step is for the departing lawyer and the firm to 

agree upon a joint communication sent to the clients requesting that the clients elect who will 

continue representing them.   

Departing lawyers should communicate with all clients with whom the departing lawyer has had 

significant client contact that the lawyer intends to change firms.  “Significant client contact” 

would include a client identifying the departing lawyer, by name, as one of the attorneys 

representing the client.8  A departing attorney would not have “significant client contact,” for 

instance, if the lawyer prepared one research memo on a client matter for another attorney in the 

firm but never spoke with the client or discussed legal issues with the client.  Similarly, remaining 

members of the firm may communicate with these clients, offering for the client to be represented 

by the firm, another firm, or the departing lawyer.  Neither the departing lawyer nor the firm may 

engage in false or misleading statements to clients.9   

B. Clients Determine Who Will Represent Them 

Clients are not property.  Law firms and lawyers may not divide up clients when a law firm 

dissolves or a lawyer transitions to another firm.  Subject to conflicts of interest considerations, 

clients decide who will represent them going forward when a lawyer changes firm affiliation.10  

Where the departing lawyer has principal or material responsibility in a matter, firms should not 

assign new lawyers to a client’s matter, pre-departure, displacing the departing lawyer, absent 

client direction or exigent circumstances arising from a lawyer’s immediate departure from the 

                                                 
7 See Ill. State Bar Ass’n, Advisory Op. 91-12 (1991); Iowa Bd. of Prof’l Ethics Op. 89-48 (1990); State Bar of Mich., 

Inf. Op. RI-86 (1991); Tex. Comm. on Prof’l Ethics Op. 422 (1985); Va. State Bar, Legal Ethics Op. 1403 (1991); 

Wash. State Bar Ass’n, Advisory Op. 2118 (2006); RESTATEMENT OF THE LAW THIRD, THE LAW GOVERNING 

LAWYERS § 9(3)(a) (2000). 
8 See State Bar of Ariz., Formal Op. 99-14 (1999), see also RESTATEMENT, supra note 7, at § 9(3)(a)(i) (limiting 

solicitation by departing lawyer to “firm clients on whose matters the lawyer is actively and substantially working”). 
9 See, e.g., Va. Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 5.8; MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 7.1.  
10 See ABA Comm. on Ethics & Prof’l Responsibility, Formal Op. 99-414, supra note 2; see also Heller Ehrman 

LLP v. Davis Wright Tremaine LLP, 411 P.3d 548, 555 (Cal. 2018) (noting “the client’s right to terminate counsel 

at any time, with or without cause” and that “[t]he client always owns the matter”) (citations omitted). 
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firm and imminent deadlines needing to be addressed for the client.  Thus, clients must be notified 

promptly of a lawyer’s decision to change firms so that the client may decide whether to go with 

the departing lawyer or stay with the existing firm and have new counsel at the firm assigned.  

C. Firm and Departing Lawyer Obligations for Orderly Transitions 

Law firm management also has obligations to establish reasonable procedures and policies to 

assure the ethical transition of client matters when lawyers elect to change firms.   

Rule 5.1 provides: 

(a) A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or together with 

other lawyers possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm, 

shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in effect 

measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers in the firm 

conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct. 

Firms may require that departing lawyers notify firm management contemporaneously with the 

departing lawyer communicating with clients, employees of the firm, or others about the 

anticipated departure so that the firm and departing lawyer may work together to assure a 

professional transition of the client matters.  The orderly transition of a client matter may require 

the firm to assess if it has the capacity and expertise to offer to continue to represent the clients.  If 

a departing lawyer is the only lawyer at the firm with the expertise to represent a client on a specific 

matter, the firm should not offer to continue to represent the client unless the firm has the ability 

to retain other lawyers with similar expertise.11   

The firm and departing lawyer must coordinate to assure that all electronic and paper records for 

client matters are organized and up to date so that the files may be transferred to the new firm or 

to new counsel at the existing firm, depending upon the clients’ choices.  A departing lawyer who 

does not continue to represent a client nevertheless has the obligation to take “steps to the extent 

reasonably practicable to protect a client’s interests.”12  This duty includes the departing lawyer 

updating files and lawyers at the firm who take over the representation, when possible.  If exigent 

circumstances cause a lawyer’s immediate departure from the firm, either voluntarily or 

involuntarily, relevant clients of that lawyer still must be notified of the departure and the firm 

should provide the lawyer with a list of their current and former clients for conflict-checking 

purposes.  The departed lawyer and firm should endeavor to coordinate after the departure, if 

necessary, to protect client interests.   

Firm management should establish policies and procedures to protect the confidentiality of client 

information from inadvertent disclosure or misuse.13  The duty of confidentiality requires that 

departing attorneys return and/or delete all client confidential information in their possession, 

unless the client is transferring with the departing attorney.  The exception to this requirement is 

for a departing lawyer to retain names and contact information for clients for whom the departing 

lawyer worked while at the firm, in order to determine conflicts of interests at the departing 

lawyer’s new firm and comply with other applicable ethical or legal requirements.  Rule 1.6(b)(7) 

                                                 
11 See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.1.   
12 Id. at R. 1.16(d).   
13 Id. at R. 1.6(c). 
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provides that a lawyer may disclose confidential information “to detect and resolve conflicts of 

interest arising from the lawyer’s change of employment or from changes in the composition or 

ownership of a firm, but only if the revealed information would not compromise the attorney-client 

privilege or otherwise prejudice the client.”  Firms should have policies that require the deletion 

or return of all electronic and paper client data in a departing lawyer’s possession, including on a 

departing lawyer’s personal electronic devices, if the clients are remaining with the firm.  Personal 

electronic devices may include, for instance, cell phones, laptop computers, tablets, home 

computers, jump drives, discs, cloud storage, and hard drives.   

D. Reasonable Notice Periods Cannot Restrict Client’s Choice of Counsel or the Right 

of Lawyers to Change Firms 

Model Rule 5.6 prohibits restraints on a client’s choice of counsel.  The Rule provides: 

A lawyer shall not participate in offering or making: 

(a) a partnership, shareholders, operating, employment, or other similar type of 

agreement that restricts the right of a lawyer to practice after termination of 

the relationship, except an agreement concerning benefits upon retirement . . . 

Firms have an ethical obligation to assure that client matters transition smoothly and therefore, 

firm partnership/shareholder/member/employment agreements may request a reasonable 

notification period, necessary to assure that files are organized or updated, and staffing is adjusted 

to meet client needs.  In practice, these notification periods cannot be fixed or rigidly applied 

without regard to client direction, or used to coerce or punish a lawyer for electing to leave the 

firm, nor may they serve to unreasonably delay the diligent representation of a client.  If they 

would affect a client’s choice of counsel or serve as a financial disincentive to a competitive 

departure, the notification period may violate Rule 5.6.  A lawyer who wishes to depart may not 

be held to a pre-established notice period particularly where, for example, the files are updated, 

client elections have been received, and the departing lawyer has agreed to cooperate post-

departure in final billing.  In addition, a lawyer who does not seek to represent firm clients in the 

future should not be held to a pre-established notice period because client elections have not been 

received.   

Case law interpreting Rule 5.6 supports the conclusion that lawyers cannot be held to a fixed notice 

period and required to work at a firm through the termination of that period.  Financial 

disincentives to a competitive departure have routinely been struck down by the courts and 

criticized in ethics opinions.  In Cohen v. Lord, Day & Lord, 550 N.E.2d 410, 411 (N.Y. 1989), 

the Court of Appeals of New York held that any provision that imposes a “significant monetary 

penalty” on an attorney who remains in private practice is the functional equivalent of a restriction 

on the practice of law, even though there is no express prohibition on competitive activities 

imposed on the withdrawing partner.14  Courts routinely refuse to enforce provisions in partnership 

agreements or the like that restrict the right of a lawyer to practice law by means of financial 

disincentives to competitive departures.  “[C]ourts will not enforce contract terms that violate 

                                                 
14 See Pettingell v. Morrison, Mahoney & Miller, 687 N.E.2d 1237, 1238 (Mass. 1997) (reduction in payments based 

on the net worth of the firm); Whiteside v. Griffis & Griffis, P.C., 902 S.W.2d 739, 741 (Tex. App. 1995) (same); 

Jacob v. Norris McLaughlin & Marcus, 607 A.2d 142, 146 (N.J. 1992) (reduced payments based on annual draws); 

Gray v. Martin, 663 P.2d 1285 (Or. Ct. App. 1983) (reduced share of future firm profits). 
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public policy . . . the foundation for Rule 5.6 rests on considerations of public policy, and it would 

be inimical to public policy to give effect” to provisions inconsistent with the rule.15   

There is no meaningful distinction for the purposes of Rule 5.6 between an agreement provision 

that imposes a financial disincentive to a competitive departure irrespective of the pre-departure 

notice requirements and a provision that imposes a financial disincentive for the failure to comply 

with a fixed, pre-established notice period that extends beyond the time necessary, generally or in 

a particular case, to ensure an appropriate transition, as discussed above.  “Although ‘reasonable’ 

notice provisions may be justified to ensure clients are protected when firm lawyers depart, what 

is ‘reasonable’ in any given circumstances can turn on whether it is truly the client’s interest that 

is being protected or simply a thinly disguised restriction on the right to practice in violation of 

RPC 5.6(a).”16  Moreover, to the extent that a firm routinely waives the full notice requirement, 

enforcement in a particular instance is problematic when used to penalize a lawyer who leaves to 

compete with the firm.17  

E. Access to Firm Resources During Transition Period 

After the firm knows that a lawyer intends to depart but such lawyer has not yet, in fact, left the 

firm, the lawyer must have access to adequate firm resources needed to competently represent the 

client during any interim period.  For instance, the lawyer cannot be required to work from home 

or remotely, be deprived of appropriate and necessary assistance from support staff or other 

lawyers necessary to represent the clients competently, including access to research and drafting 

tools that the firm generally makes available to lawyers.  A lawyer cannot be precluded from using 

associates or other lawyers, previously assigned to a client matter or otherwise normally available 

                                                 
15 Dowd & Dowd, Ltd. v. Gleason, 693 N.E.2d 358, 370 (Ill. 1998); see also Stevens v. Rooks Pitts and Poust, 682 

N.E.2d 1125, 1130 (Ill. App. Ct. 1997) (“courts have overwhelmingly refused to enforce provisions in partnership 

agreements which restrict the practice of law through financial disincentives to the withdrawing attorney”); 

Pettingell, 687 N.E.2d at 1239 (“[t]he strong majority rule . . . is that a court will not give effect to an agreement that 

greatly penalizes a lawyer for competing with a former law firm”); Pierce v. Hand, Arendall, Bedsole, Greaves & 

Johnston, 678 So.2d 765, 767 (Ala. 1996); Gray, 663 P.2d at 1290.  But see Howard v. Babcock, 863 P.2d 150 (Cal. 

1993). The Supreme Court of California reviewed a partnership agreement which provided that departing partners 

who competed in the Los Angeles area in the field of insurance defense during the year following their departure 

forfeited their entitlement to withdrawal benefits other than their capital accounts.  The court upheld the forfeiture 

provision: “[a]n agreement that assesses a reasonable cost against a partner who chooses to compete with his or her 

former partners does not restrict the practice of law.”  Id. at 156.  The Babcock decision has been rejected by courts 

outside of California that have considered it.  Pettingell, 687 N.E.2d at 1239 (“[c]ourts have not been attracted to the 

contrary view expressed in Howard v. Babcock”); see also Stevens, 682 N.E.2d at 1130–33; Zeldes, Needle & 

Cooper v. Shrader, 1997 WL 644908, at *6 n.6 (Conn. Super. Ct. 1997); Whiteside, 902 S.W.2d at 744 (“[w]e are 

unwilling to follow this distinctly minority position and abandon the concept of client choice that we believe 

remains the premise underlying DR 2-108”); RESTATEMENT, supra note 7, at § 13 RN to cmt. b. (“Only in 

California . . . are restrictive covenants in law-firm agreements enforced”); but see Capozzi v. Latasha & Capozzi, 

P.C., 797 A.2d 314, 320-322 (Pa. Sup. Ct. 2002) (holding that forfeiture for competition provisions were 

enforceable but striking down the clause at issue as unreasonable). 
16 Mark J. Fucile, Moving On: Duties Beyond the RPCs When Changing Law Firms, OR. ST. B. BULL. (June 2013); 

see also Borteck v. Riker, Danzig, Scherer, Hyland & Perretti LLP, 179 N.J.246, 260–261 (N.J. 2004) (“firms must 

guard against provisions that unreasonably delay an attorney’s orderly transition from one firm to another”).   
17 See Angela Morris, Are Law Firms Invoking Obscure Contractual Clauses to Delay Lateral Moves? Or Does It 

Just Seem That Way?, ABA J., Apr. 1, 2019. 
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to lawyers at the firm to represent firm clients competently and diligently during the pre-departure 

period.    

Similarly, firms cannot prohibit or restrict access to email, voicemail, files, and electronic court 

filing systems where such systems are necessary for the departing attorney to represent clients 

competently and diligently during the notice period.  Once the lawyer has left the firm, the firm 

should set automatic email responses and voicemail messages for the departed lawyer’s email and 

telephones, to provide notice of the lawyer’s departure, and offer an alternative contact at the firm 

for inquiries.  A supervising lawyer at the firm should review the departed lawyer’s firm emails, 

voicemails, and paper mail in accordance with client directions and promptly forward 

communications to the departed lawyer for all clients continuing to be represented by that lawyer.  

F. New Matters Coming in During Transition Period 

During the notification period the lawyer and firm should determine how any new matters or new 

clients coming into the departing attorney will be treated—as a new client (or matter) of the 

existing firm or the new firm.  To avoid client confusion and disputes, the firm and departing 

lawyer should discuss and clarify how new client matters will be addressed at the time that the 

departing lawyer notifies the firm of the impending departure. 

G. Conclusion 

Lawyers have the right to leave a firm and practice at another firm.  Likewise, clients have the 

right to switch lawyers or law firms, subject to the approval of a tribunal, when applicable (and 

conflicts of interest). The ethics rules do not allow non-competition clauses in partnership or 

employment agreements.  Lawyers and law firm management have ethical obligations to assure 

the orderly transition of client matters when lawyers notify a firm they intend to move to a new 

firm.  Firms may require some period of advance notice of an intended departure to provide 

sufficient time to notify clients to select who will represent them, assemble files, adjust staffing at 

the firm if the firm is to continue as counsel on matters previously handled by the departing 

attorney, and secure firm property in the departing lawyer’s possession.  Firm notification 

requirements, however, cannot be fixed or pre-determined in every instance, cannot restrict or 

interfere with a client’s choice of counsel, and cannot hinder or unreasonably delay the diligent 

representation of a client.  Firms also cannot restrict a lawyer’s ability to represent a client 

competently during any pre-departure notification periods by restricting the lawyer’s access to 

firm resources necessary to represent the clients during the notification period.  Firms should not 

displace departing lawyers before departure by assigning new lawyers to a client’s matter, absent 

client direction or exigent circumstances requiring protection of clients’ interests.  A firm’s 

reliance on a fixed notice period set forth in an agreement either to attempt to require the lawyer 

to stay at the firm for that period or to impose a financial penalty for an early departure must be 

justified by particular circumstances related to the orderly transition of client matters and must 

account for the departing lawyer’s offer to cooperate post-departure in these and other matters.  

Otherwise, a firm’s imposition of a fixed notice period may be inconsistent with Rule 5.6(a).   

Abstaining: Hon. Goodwin Liu. 
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AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION 
STANDING COMMITTEE ON ETHICS AND PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
 
Formal Opinion 90-357 
May 10, 1990 
USE OF DESIGNATION "OF COUNSEL";   
WITHDRAWAL OF FORMAL OPINION 330  
(1972) AND INFORMAL OPINIONS 678 (1963),  
710 (1964), 1134 (1969), 1173 (1971),  
1189 (1971) AND 1246 (1972) 
 
 
The use of the title "of counsel," or variants of that title, in identifying the relationship of a lawyer or law firm with 
another lawyer or firm is permissible as long as the relationship between the two is a close, regular, personal 
relationship and the use of the title is not otherwise false or misleading. 
 
    In this opinion the Committee revisits the general subject of use of the title "of counsel."  The subject was last 
comprehensively addressed by the Committee in Formal Opinion 330 (1972), and one or another aspect of the 
subject has also been addressed by the Committee in a number of informal opinions, both before and after Formal 
Opinion 330. [FN1]  The reasons for considering yet again this much-visited subject are several.  One is that there 
has been a proliferation of variants of the term "of counsel," and of arrangements that one or another such variant 
term has been used to designate, not all of which are addressed by the Committee's prior opinions.  Another reason 
is that the Committee's prior opinions may be unjustifiably restrictive with regard to some relationships that are 
commonly designated by the term "of counsel."  Finally, it is desirable to consider whether the supersession of the 
ABA Model Code of Professional Responsibility (1969, amended 1980) by the ABA Model Rules of Professional 
Conduct (1983, amended 1989) warrants any modification of the Committee's previously announced views, all of 
which had reference solely to the Model Code or to its predecessor the Canons of Professional Ethics. 
 
    To address the last question first, it is the Committee's conclusion that there have been no changes involved in the 
transition from Model Code to Model Rules that have any substantive effect on the use of the term "of counsel." The 
Model Code included a specific reference to the title "of counsel" in DR 2- 102(A)(4), relating to letterheads, and 
the term does not appear in the Model Rules;  but there is no substantive significance to this difference.  Moreover, 
the textual basis in both the Model Rules and the Model Code for determining whether particular uses of the title are 
or are not ethically permissible is in substance the same--a prohibition against misleading representations--although 
the particular provisions embodying this prohibition are different in form. Model Rule 7.5(a) provides, in part, that 
"[a] lawyer shall not use a firm name, letterhead or other professional designation that violates Rule 7.1"; and the 
latter Rule states in part that "[a] lawyer shall not make a false or misleading communication about the lawyer or the 
lawyer's services." Similarly, DR 2-101(A) of the Model Code provides that "[a] lawyer shall not ... use ... any form 
of public communication containing a false, fraudulent, misleading, deceptive ... or unfair statement or claim";  DR 
2- 102(B) provides that "[a] lawyer in private practice shall not practice under a ... name that is misleading as to the 
identity of the lawyer or lawyers practicing under such name";  and EC 2-13 states that "[i]n order to avoid the 
possibility of misleading persons with whom he deals, a lawyer should be scrupulous in the representation of his 
professional status."  The essence of the ethical requirement under both the Model Rules and Model Code is 
avoidance of misrepresentations as to the lawyer's status, and the relationship between lawyer and firm. 
 
    Of present concern are the representations implied by the use of the title "of counsel" on letterheads, law lists, 
professional cards, notices, office signs and the like:  that is, its use in circumstances where there is a holding out to 
the world at large about some general and continuing relationship between the lawyers and law firms in question.  A 
different use of the same term occurs when a lawyer (or firm) is designated as of counsel in filings in a particular 
case:  in such circumstances, there is no general holding out as to a continuing relationship, or as to a relationship 
that applies to anything but the individual case. [FN2] 
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    The issues that have been addressed in the Committee's previous opinions and that will be revisited here are, 
generally speaking, of two kinds, relating respectively to defining the relationship among lawyers and firms that the 
title "of counsel" is properly understood to evoke, and to identifying the resulting ethical implications of and 
limitations on its use. 
 
    As to the meaning of the title, it is appropriate to note preliminarily that, although "of counsel" appears to be the 
most frequently used among the various titles employing the term "counsel," it is by no means the only use of that 
term to indicate a relationship between a lawyer and a law firm.  Other such titles include the single word "counsel," 
and the terms "special counsel," "tax [or other specialty counsel," and "senior counsel." [FN3]  It is the Committee's 
view that, whatever the connotative differences evoked by these variants of the title "counsel," they all share the 
central, and defining, characteristic of the relationship that is denoted by the term "of counsel," and so should all be 
understood to be covered by the present opinion.  That core characteristic properly denoted by the title "counsel" is, 
as stated in Formal Opinion 330, a "close, regular, personal relationship";  but a relationship which is neither that of 
a partner (or its equivalent, a principal of a professional corporation), with the shared liability and/or managerial 
responsibility implied by that term;  nor, on the other hand, the status ordinarily conveyed by the term "associate," 
which is to say a junior non- partner lawyer, regularly employed by the firm. [FN4] 
 
    This core characteristic of the title "counsel" is shared by several kinds of relationships that in other respects vary 
in significant ways.  There appear to be four principal patterns of such relationships, all of which in the Committee's 
view are properly referred to by the title "of counsel" (or one of its variants).  Perhaps the commonest of such 
relationships is that of a part- time practitioner, who practices law in association with a firm, but on a basis different 
from that of the mainstream lawyers in the firm.  Such part-time practitioners are sometimes lawyers who have 
decided to change from a full-time practice, either with that firm or with another, to a part-time one, or sometimes 
lawyers who have changed careers entirely, as for example former judges or government officials.  A second 
common use of the term is to designate a retired partner of the firm who, although not actively practicing law, 
nonetheless remains associated with the firm and available for occasional consultation.  A third use of the term is to 
designate a lawyer who is, in effect, a probationary partner-to-be:  usually a lawyer brought into the firm laterally 
with the expectation of becoming partner after a relatively short period of time.  A fourth, relatively recent, use of 
the term is to designate a permanent status in between those of partner and associate--akin to the category just 
described, but having the quality of tenure, or something close to it, and lacking that of an expectation of likely 
promotion to full partner status. [FN5] 
 
    In the Committee's view, the "of counsel" designation, or one of its variants, are appropriately applied to any of 
the four kinds of relationships just described.  Prior opinions of the Committee may, however, be read as finding the 
term inapplicable to one or more of these relationships.  For example, Formal Opinion 330 states that the 
relationship implied by "of counsel" would not be that of an employee of the firm, yet both the third and the fourth 
of the relationships identified in the preceding paragraph involve, as a technical matter, the status of an employee.  
Insofar as Formal Opinion 330 may be read to conclude that either the probationary partner model or the permanent 
between-partner- and-associate model are not permissibly designated of counsel, that conclusion is disavowed.  
Additionally, Formal Opinion 330 may be read as limiting the permissible use of the term "of counsel" by retired 
partners of a firm, because of possible implications from language in that opinion that an of counsel lawyer must be 
compensated for such legal work as the lawyer does, but only for that legal work--which, if strictly read, would 
exclude both a retired partner whose sole income from the firm is the partner's pension or other retirement benefit 
and counsel who share in some degree in the firm's profits.  See also Informal Opinion 710.  It is the Committee's 
view that, the other conditions just described having been met, it is not relevant to the permissibility of use of "of 
counsel" what the compensation arrangements are. [FN6]  Similarly, some retired partners might be deemed to be 
excluded by the suggestion in Formal Opinion 330 that an of counsel's relationship to the firm must be "so close that 
he is in regular and frequent, if not daily, contact with the office of the lawyer or firm" (citing Informal Opinion 
1134). Again, insofar as Formal Opinion 330 carries any implication that the contact must be so frequent as to verge 
on daily, the Committee now disavows it. 
 
    Nonetheless, the Committee remains of the view, as stated in earlier opinions, that it is not ethically permissible to 
use the term "of counsel" to designate the following professional relationships:  a relationship involving only an 
individual case, see Informal Opinion 678, Formal Opinion 330; [FN7]  a relationship of forwarder or receiver of 
legal business, see Formal Opinion 330;  a relationship involving only occasional collaborative efforts among 
otherwise unrelated lawyers or firms, see id.;  and the relationship of an outside consultant, see id. 
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    The characteristic of continuing and frequent professional contact bears particular emphasis in the context of use 
of the variant of the term "of counsel" that indicates a field of concentration:  "tax counsel," "antitrust counsel," and 
the like.  Such terms, although in the Committee's view as permissible as other variants of the term "counsel," must 
like them be confined to relationships that in fact involve frequent and continuing contacts, and not merely an 
availability for occasional consultations. [FN8]  There is, moreover, in the term designating a specialty, a clear 
representation that the of counsel lawyer in fact has a special expertise in the designated area; and, for the firm, that 
it also has, by reason of the of counsel relationship, that special expertise. [FN9]  It bears emphasis also that the use 
of a title indicating a specialty counsel, like the other uses here discussed, involves mutual attribution of all 
disqualifications of both the lawyer and the firm--and not just attribution with respect to matters falling within the 
designated area of specialty. 
 
    The Committee's previous opinions have expressed the view that a lawyer cannot properly be of counsel 
simultaneously with multiple firms, because the necessary "close, regular, personal relationship" cannot exist on a 
plural basis.  Thus, the Committee's initial view, expressed in Informal Opinion 1173, was that a lawyer could not be 
of counsel to more than a single firm;  and this was modified in Formal Opinion 330 to set a limit of two firms.  On 
further consideration, the Committee finds the conclusion it reached on this subject in Formal Opinion 330 to be a 
doubtful one.  The proposition that it is not possible for a lawyer to have a "close, regular, personal relationship" 
with more than two lawyers or law firms is not a self-evident one.  A lawyer can surely have a close, regular, 
personal relationship with more than two clients;  and the Committee sees no reason why the same cannot be true 
with more than two law firms.  There is, to be sure, some point at which the number of relationships would be too 
great for any of them to have the necessary qualities of closeness and regularity, and that number may not be much 
beyond two, but the controlling criterion is "close and regular" relationships, not a particular number.  As a practical 
matter, nonetheless, there is a consideration that is likely to put a relatively low limit on the number of "of counsel" 
relationships that can be undertaken by a particular lawyer:  this is the fact that, as more fully discussed below, the 
relationship clearly means that the lawyer is "associated" with each firm with which the lawyer is of counsel.  In 
consequence there is attribution to the lawyer who is of counsel of all the disqualifications of each firm, and, 
correspondingly, attribution from the of counsel lawyer to each firm, of each of those disqualifications.  See Model 
Rule 1.10(a).  In consequence, the effect of two or more firms sharing an of counsel lawyer is to make them all 
effectively a single firm, for purposes of attribution of disqualifications. 
 
    The Committee has also previously held that a firm cannot be of counsel to another lawyer or law firm, see 
Informal Opinion 1173;  Formal Opinion 330. The reasoning here was that the term connotes an individual rather 
than a firm.  This may be still so as a matter of current usage, [FN10] but semantics aside, the Committee's prior 
opinions do not suggest, and the Committee does not now perceive, any reason of policy why a firm should not be of 
counsel to another firm.  Moreover, the Committee held in Formal Opinion 84-351 (1984) that two law firms could 
ethically present themselves as "affiliated" or "associated" with each other, and in Informal Opinion 1315 (1975), 
the Committee gave its approval to arrangements whereby two firms effectively became "of counsel" to each other, 
by each designating a partner of the other firm as "of counsel" to itself.  As with multiple of counsel relationships of 
a single lawyer, the relationships between firms addressed in Formal Opinion 84- 351 and Informal Opinion 1315 
would of course entail complete reciprocal attribution of the disqualifications of all lawyers in each firm. 
 
    A final issue regarding permissible use of the title "of counsel" is presented by the question whether the name of a 
lawyer who is of counsel may also be included in the name of the firm to which the lawyer is of counsel. This 
question may arise in two different sorts of circumstance, which in the Committee's view lead to two different 
results.  The first is where a name partner in a firm retires from active practice and, as is of course permissible, the 
firm retains the lawyer's name in the firm name, see Model Code DR 2-102(B), cf. Model Rule 7.5(a) and Comment;  
but the retired partner also assumes of counsel status of the sort that has been described above.  The second is a 
situation where the affiliation is altogether new, and where although the lawyer lends his or her name to the firm, the 
lawyer is not undertaking the responsibilities of a partner or principal. 
 
    The issue raised by both of these circumstances is whether they entail implicit representations to the public that 
are misleading.  The Committee believes that in the case of a new or recent firm affiliation there is no escaping an 
implication that a name in the new firm name implies that the lawyer is a partner in the firm, with fully shared 
responsibility for its work.  On the other hand, the Committee also believes that there is not a similar misleading 
implication in the use of a retired partner's name in the firm name, while the same partner is of counsel, where the 
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firm name is long- established and well-recognized. [FN11] 
 
    To turn from consideration of the circumstances where use of the titles under discussion is or is not proper and 
address the ethical implications of and limitations on their use, the most important implication has already been 
adverted to.  There can be no doubt that an of counsel lawyer (or firm) is "associated in" and has an "association 
with" the firm (or firms) to which the lawyer is of counsel, for purposes of both the general imputation of 
disqualification pursuant to Rule 1.10 of the Model Rules and the imputation of disqualifications resulting from 
former government service under Rules 1.11(a) and 1.12(c);  and is a lawyer in the firm for purposes of Rule 3.7(b), 
regarding the circumstances in which, when a lawyer is to be a witness in a proceeding, the lawyer's colleague may 
nonetheless represent the client in that proceeding.  Similarly, the of counsel lawyer is "affiliated" with the firm and 
its individual lawyers for purposes of the general attribution of disqualifications under DR 5-105(D) of the Model 
Code.  See Formal Opinion 330;  Formal Opinion 84-351. 
 
    An additional ethical consequence of the relationship implied by the term  "of counsel" is that is any listing, on a 
letterhead, shingle, bar listing or professional card, which shows the of counsel lawyer's name, any pertinent 
jurisdictional limitations on the lawyer's entitlement to practice must be indicated.  See Model Rule 7.5(d);  Model 
Code DR 2-102(D). 
 
 

FN1 Informal Opinion 678 (1963), Informal Opinion 710 (1964), Informal Opinion 1134 (1969), Informal 
Opinion 1173 (1971), Informal Opinion 1189 (1971), Informal Opinion 1246 (1972), Informal Opinion 
1315 (1975) and Informal Opinion 84-1506 (1984).  The present opinion supersedes both Formal Opinion 
330 and the referenced informal opinions that preceded it, and those opinions are hereby withdrawn. 

 
 

FN2 The distinction between use of the term "counsel" on the filings in a particular case on the one hand, 
and in general announcements implying a continuing relationship on the other, is significant because, as 
discussed below, its use in the latter connection is improper when it rests on no more than collaboration in a 
single case.  See note 7 below and accompanying text. 

 
 

FN3 This opinion does not endeavor to address other terms of similar import that do not include the word 
counsel, such as "consultant," "consulting attorney" and "corresponding attorney." 

 
 

FN4 Formal Opinion 330 relied in part on the one passage in the Model Code that comes close to providing 
a definition of the term, DR 2-102(A)(4), which provides in part that "A lawyer may be designated 'Of 
Counsel' on a letterhead if he has a continuing relationship with a lawyer or law firm, other than as a 
partner or associate." 

 
 

FN5 Other terms sometimes used to designate this status are "senior attorney" and "principal attorney." 
 
 

FN6 The Committee expresses no view, however, on whether an arrangement under which the of counsel 
lawyer shares in the profits of the firm may expose the lawyer to malpractice liability as a partner. 

 
 

FN7 The reference here is not to the appearance of a lawyer or firm on the court filings of a particular case, 
but rather to representation of an "of counsel" relationship on firm letterhead, professional cards and the 
like on the basis of collaboration on a single case.  See text at note 2 above. 

 
 

FN8 The use of such terms may also be subject to ethical provisions of a particular jurisdiction limiting the 
use of terms designating specialization.  See Model Rule 7.4(c). 
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FN9 As on other points mentioned in this opinion, the Committee expresses no view as to the malpractice 
liability implications of such a representation of special expertise. 

 
 

FN10 It may be noted that firms are quite conventionally identified as of counsel to other lawyers or firms 
on the signature page of court filings. 

 
 

FN11 The Committee does not express a view as to whether, when the retired partner's name remains 
included in the firm name, the retired partner may on that account be exposed to malpractice liability as if 
he or she were still a general partner. 

 
© 1990 by the American Bar Association.  All rights reserved 
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April 13, 2020

Rule 1.17: Sale of Law Practice
Share:

    
Client-Lawyer Relationship 

A lawyer or a law firm may sell or purchase a law practice, or an area of law practice, including good will, if the following conditions
are satisfied:

(a) The seller ceases to engage in the private practice of law, or in the area of practice that has been sold, [in the geographic area] [in
the jurisdiction] (a jurisdiction may elect either version) in which the practice has been conducted;

(b) The entire practice, or the entire area of practice, is sold to one or more lawyers or law firms;

(c) The seller gives written notice to each of the seller's clients regarding:

(1) the proposed sale;

(2) the client's right to retain other counsel or to take possession of the file; and

(3) the fact that the client's consent to the transfer of the client's files will be presumed if the client does not take any action or
does not otherwise object within ninety (90) days of receipt of the notice.

If a client cannot be given notice, the representation of that client may be transferred to the purchaser only upon entry of an
order so authorizing by a court having jurisdiction. The seller may disclose to the court in camera information relating to the
representation only to the extent necessary to obtain an order authorizing the transfer of a file.

(d) The fees charged clients shall not be increased by reason of the sale.

 |  | 
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August 16, 2018

Rule 1.17 Sale of Law Practice - Comment
Share:

    
Client-Lawyer Relationship 

[1]  The practice of law is a profession, not merely a business. Clients are not commodities that can be purchased and sold at will.
Pursuant to this Rule, when a lawyer or an entire firm ceases to practice, or ceases to practice in an area of law, and other lawyers or
firms take over the representation, the selling lawyer or firm may obtain compensation for the reasonable value of the practice as
may withdrawing partners of law firms. See Rules 5.4 and 5.6.

Termination of Practice by the Seller

[2]  The requirement that all of the private practice, or all of an area of practice, be sold is satisfied if the seller in good faith makes the
entire practice, or the area of practice, available for sale to the purchasers. The fact that a number of the seller's clients decide not to
be represented by the purchasers but take their matters elsewhere, therefore, does not result in a violation. Return to private practice
as a result of an unanticipated change in circumstances does not necessarily result in a violation. For example, a lawyer who has sold
the practice to accept an appointment to judicial office does not violate the requirement that the sale be attendant to cessation of
practice if the lawyer later resumes private practice upon being defeated in a contested or a retention election for the office or
resigns from a judiciary position.

[3]  The requirement that the seller cease to engage in the private practice of law does not prohibit employment as a lawyer on the
staff of a public agency or a legal services entity that provides legal services to the poor, or as in-house counsel to a business.

[4]  The Rule permits a sale of an entire practice attendant upon retirement from the private practice of law within the jurisdiction. Its
provisions, therefore, accommodate the lawyer who sells the practice on the occasion of moving to another state. Some states are so
large that a move from one locale therein to another is tantamount to leaving the jurisdiction in which the lawyer has engaged in the
practice of law. To also accommodate lawyers so situated, states may permit the sale of the practice when the lawyer leaves the
geographical area rather than the jurisdiction. The alternative desired should be indicated by selecting one of the two provided for in
Rule 1.17(a).

[5]  This Rule also permits a lawyer or law firm to sell an area of practice. If an area of practice is sold and the lawyer remains in the
active practice of law, the lawyer must cease accepting any matters in the area of practice that has been sold, either as counsel or co-
counsel or by assuming joint responsibility for a matter in connection with the division of a fee with another lawyer as would
otherwise be permitted by Rule 1.5(e). For example, a lawyer with a substantial number of estate planning matters and a substantial
number of probate administration cases may sell the estate planning portion of the practice but remain in the practice of law by
concentrating on probate administration; however, that practitioner may not thereafter accept any estate planning matters. Although
a lawyer who leaves a jurisdiction or geographical area typically would  sell the entire practice, this Rule permits the lawyer to limit
the sale to one or more areas of the practice, thereby preserving the lawyer's right to continue practice in the areas of the practice
that were not sold.

Sale of Entire Practice or Entire Area of Practice

[6]  The Rule requires that the seller's entire practice, or an entire area of practice, be sold. The prohibition against sale of less than an
entire practice area protects those clients whose matters are less lucrative and who might find it difficult to secure other counsel if a
sale could be limited to substantial fee-generating matters. The purchasers are required to undertake all client matters in the practice
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or practice area, subject to client consent. This requirement is satisfied, however, even if a purchaser is unable to undertake a
particular client matter because of a conflict of interest.

Client Confidences, Consent and Notice

[7]  Negotiations between seller and prospective purchaser prior to disclosure of information relating to a specific representation of
an identifiable client no more violate the confidentiality provisions of Model Rule 1.6 than do preliminary discussions concerning the
possible association of another lawyer or mergers between firms, with respect to which client  consent is not required. See Rule 1.6(b)
(7). Providing the purchaser access to detailed information relating to the representation, such as the client’s file, however, requires
client consent. The Rule provides that before such information can be disclosed by the seller to the purchaser the client must be
given actual written notice of the contemplated sale, including the identity of the purchaser, and must be told that the decision to
consent or make other arrangements must be made within 90 days. If nothing  is heard from the client within that time, consent to
the sale is presumed.

[8]  A lawyer or law firm ceasing to practice cannot be required to remain in practice because some clients cannot be given actual
notice of the proposed purchase. Since these clients cannot themselves consent to the purchase or direct any other disposition of
their files, the Rule requires an order from a court having jurisdiction authorizing their transfer or other disposition.  The court can
be expected to determine whether reasonable efforts to locate the client have been exhausted, and whether the absent client's
legitimate interests will be served by authorizing the transfer of the file so that the purchaser may continue the representation.
Preservation of client confidences requires that the petition for a court order be considered in camera. (A procedure by which such
an order can be obtained needs to be established in jurisdictions in which it presently does not exist).

[9]  All elements of client autonomy, including the client's absolute right to discharge a lawyer and transfer the representation to
another, survive the sale of the practice or area of practice.

Fee Arrangements Between Client and Purchaser

[10]   The sale may not be financed by increases in fees charged the clients of the practice. Existing arrangements between the seller
and the client as to fees and the scope of the work must be honored by the purchaser.

Other Applicable Ethical Standards

[11]   Lawyers participating in the sale of a law practice or a practice area are subject to the ethical standards applicable to involving
another lawyer in the representation of a client. These include, for example, the seller's obligation to exercise competence in
identifying a purchaser qualified to assume the practice and the purchaser's obligation to undertake the representation competently
(see Rule 1.1); the obligation to avoid disqualifying conflicts, and to secure the client's informed consent for those conflicts that can be
agreed to (see Rule 1.7 regarding conflicts and Rule 1.0(e) for the definition of informed consent); and the obligation to protect
information relating to the representation (see Rules 1.6 and 1.9).

[12]   If approval of the substitution of the purchasing lawyer for the selling lawyer is required by the rules of any tribunal in which a
matter is pending, such approval must be obtained before the matter can be included in the sale (see Rule 1.16).

Applicability of the Rule

[13]   This Rule applies to the sale of a law practice of a deceased, disabled or disappeared lawyer. Thus, the seller may be represented
by a non-lawyer representative not subject to these Rules. Since, however, no lawyer may participate in a sale of a law practice which
does not conform to the requirements of this Rule, the representatives of the seller as well as the purchasing lawyer can be expected
to see to it that they are met.
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[14]   Admission to or retirement from a law partnership or professional association, retirement plans and similar arrangements, and
a sale of tangible assets of a law practice, do not constitute a sale or purchase governed by this Rule.

[15]   This Rule does not apply to the transfers of legal representation between lawyers when such transfers are unrelated to the sale
of a practice or an area of practice.

 |  | 
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Innovation Office Monthly Report - June 2021

OVERALL METRICS

Total Applications Received 48

Applicants Recommended to Court for
Authorization

29

Applicants Denied Recommendation from
Innovation Office

1

Applicants Denied Authorization by Court 0

Applicants Tabled (referral fees) 8

Inactive or Withdrawn Applicants Before
Recommendation

7

Currently Under Office Review 3

Recommended to Court for Authorization
Decision

2

Authorized Entities 29

Entities Reporting Data (this month) 9

Entities Recommended to Exit the Sandbox 0

Key Risks and Trends
There was one reported
consumer-related complaint
from reporting entities.
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Innovation Office Monthly Report - June 2021

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report summarizes activities and negative risk assessment of entities approved by the Utah Supreme
Court to implement legal services within the Utah Sandbox and monitored by the Office of Legal Services
Innovation.  This report covers the period of October 2020 through June 2021.

SANDBOX ACTIVITY (OCTOBER 2020 - JUNE 2021)

Entities Authorized to Offer Sandbox Legal Services
● 29 entities approved to offer services

●
o Low Risk=4 (AGS Law, Blue Bee, Firmly, Hello Divorce)

o Low/Moderate=11 (Gregory Hawkins, FOCL Law, Jordanelle Blocks, LawPal, Legal Claims, Inc., Mountain
West Legal Protective, R&R, Robert Debry & Associates, Rocket Lawyer, Tanner, Xira)

o Moderate=13 (1Law, Davis & Sanchez, DSD Solutions, Estate Guru, Holy Cross Ministries, LawGeex, Law
HQ, Law on Call, Nuttall, Brown & Coutts, Off the Record, Pearson Butler, Sudbury Consulting, Timpanogos
Legal Center)

o High=1 (AAA Fair Credit)
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Innovation Office Monthly Report - June 2021

Authorized Entities Reporting Data through June 2021
● 13 entities reporting data to date; 9 reporting this period

o 2 low risk entities; 6 low/moderate risk entities; 5 moderate entities
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Proportion of Services by Entity and Legal Categories Addressed

● 2407 legal services sought from over 2000 unduplicated clients
o Low=132 legal services sought (2 entities); Low/Moderate=592 legal services sought (6

entities); Moderate=1683 legal services sought (5 entities)

o 70% of legal services produced via moderate risk entities

o 1892 legal services have been delivered by a lawyer (or lawyer employee) or software for
form or document completion only with lawyer involvement

o 515 legal services have been delivered by software with lawyer involvement

● Legal Categories Addressed by Service
o The rank of legal category addressed has been 1) End of Planning [22.2%]; 2) Business

[e.g., intellectual property, contracts/warranties, and entity incorporation; 21%]; 3)
Marriage/Family [14.9%]; 4) Financial [e.g., individual bankruptcy and collections practices;
9.3%]; 5) Accident/Injury [8.7%]. Five legal categories accounted for 76% of legal services.
The remaining 15 possible legal categories accounted for 24%. The top three categories
accounted for 58% of legal service.
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Growth of Services Across Time

Complaints and Audits

● To date, entities have reported three complaints to the Office, approximately 1 complaint per
800 services delivered.  The first complaint was reported in the April report and was linked to the
harm of an inappropriate/inaccurate legal result. The second complaint was reported in the May
report and was not linked to any of the three harms. The third complaint was linked to exercising
legal rights and was reported in this report (June 2021).  The ratio of harm-related complaints to
services was approximately 1 complaint per 1200 services.

Consumer Complaint Assessment: All Reporting Entities to Date

Complaint Harm Category # Consumer
Complaints

% Consumer
Complaints

Consumer achieves an inaccurate or
inappropriate legal result.

1 <0.05%

Consumer fails to exercise legal rights through
ignorance or bad advice.

1 <0.05%

Consumer purchases an unnecessary or
inappropriate legal service.

0 0%

o Audit materials have been collected from one moderate risk entity and preliminary audit
data has been collected from a second moderate risk entity.
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TABLE 1:  AUTHORIZED ENTITY SERVICES

Entity Name Risk Level Service Models Service Categories

10 - Blue Bee
Bankruptcy Low

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Education

<50% non lawyer ownership Consumer Financial Issues

15 - AGS Law Low <50% non lawyer ownership

Business

End of Life Planning

Real Estate

19 - Firmly, LLC Low <50% non lawyer ownership Business

44 - Hello Divorce Low Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Marriage and Family

<50% non lawyer ownership

04 - Lawpal Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

End of Life Planning

50+% non lawyer ownership Consumer Financial Issues

Software provider /w lawyer -
doc completion

Housing (Rental)

Marriage and Family

05 - Rocket Lawyer Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

Adult Care

Business

Criminal Expungement

Criminal (Other)

Discrimination

Domestic Violence

Education

Employment

End of Life Planning
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50+% non lawyer ownership Consumer Financial Issues

Healthcare

Housing (Rental)

Immigration

Marriage and Family

Military

Public Benefits

Real Estate

07 - R & R Legal
Services

Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

Adult Care

Business

Domestic Violence

End of Life Planning

50+% non lawyer ownership Consumer Financial Issues

Healthcare

Marriage and Family

Public Benefits

14 - FOCAL Law Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Marriage and Family

50+% non lawyer ownership

Software provider /w lawyer -
doc completion

32 - Tanner LLC
(Withdrew from
Sandbox)

Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Business

50+% non lawyer ownership

33 - Xira Connect Low /
Moderate

50+% non lawyer ownership Accident / Injury

Adult Care

Business

Criminal Expungement
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Discrimination

Domestic Violence

Fee Sharing Education

Employment

End of Life Planning

Consumer Financial Issues

Healthcare

Housing (Rental)

Immigration

Intermediary Platform Marriage and Family

Military

Native American / Tribal

Public Benefits

Real Estate

Traffic Citations

37 - Robert DeBry
(Withdrawn form
Sandbox)

Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

50+% non lawyer ownership

38 - Davis & Sanchez Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

50+% non lawyer ownership Education

39 - Legal Claims
Benefits (Trajector
Legal)

Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

Education

50+% non lawyer ownership Healthcare

Military

Public Benefits

41 - Mountain West
Legal Protective

Low /
Moderate

Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Housing - Rental
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50+% non lawyer ownership Real Estate

02 - 1Law Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

Adult Care

Business

Criminal Expungement

Criminal (Other)

50+% non lawyer ownership Discrimination

Domestic Violence

Education

Employment

End of Life Planning

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Consumer Financial Issues

Healthcare

Housing (Rental)

Immigration

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Marriage and Family

Public Benefits

Real Estate

Traffic Citations

03 - Law HQ Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

50+% non lawyer ownership Business

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Employment

12 - Nuttall Brown Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident Injury

50+% non lawyer ownership Business

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Discrimination
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Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Employment

Marriage and Family

13 - Estate Guru Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Business

50+% non lawyer ownership End of Life Planning

Fee Sharing Consumer Financial Planning

Software provider /w lawyer -
doc completion

Healthcare

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Real Estate

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

23 - Off the Record Moderate 50+% non lawyer ownership Traffic Citations

Fee Sharing

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

27 - Sudbury
Consulting

Moderate Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Criminal Expungement

Employment

28 - Pearson Butler Moderate 50+% non lawyer ownership Accident / Injury

Adult Care

Business

Discrimination

Education

Fee Sharing Employment

End of Life Planning

Consumer Financial Issues

Housing (Rental)

Immigration

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Marriage and Family

Military
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Native American / Tribal

Public Benefits

Real Estate

30 - Law on Call Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Business

End of Life Planning

50+% non lawyer ownership Consumer Financial Issues

Housing (Rental)

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Real Estate

31 - DSD Solutions Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Accident / Injury

Business

Criminal Expungement

50+% non lawyer ownership Domestic Violence

Employment

End of Life Planning

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Housing (Rental)

Immigration

Marriage and Family

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Public Benefits

Real Estate

Traffic Citations

36 - Timp. Cert.
Advocates

Moderate Nonlawyer provider w/out
lawyer involvement

Domestic Violence

Marriage and Family

42 - Jordanelle Blocks Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Business

50+% non lawyer ownership

Fee Sharing Housing - Rental

Software provider /w lawyer -
doc completion
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Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Real Estate

Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

43 - LawGeex Moderate Lawyers employed / managed
by nonlawyers

Business

50+% non lawyer ownership Healthcare

Software provider w/ lawyer
involvement

45 - Holy Cross
Ministries

Moderate Non-lawyer provider w/ lawyer
involvement

Financial Issues

Immigration

Health Care

Public Benefits

46 - Gregory Hawkins Moderate Lawyer sharing fees with
nonlawyers

End of life planning

47 - AAA Fair Credit High Non-lawyer provider w/out
lawyer involvement

Financial Issues

Healthcare

Public Benefits
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Innovation Office Monthly Report - June 2021

TABLE 2:  AUTHORIZED ENTITIES REPORTING STATUSES

Entity Name Risk Category Launch Date First Report Due Frequency

Blue Bee Bankruptcy Low Oct. 1, 2020 Jan. 5, 2021 Quarterly

AGS Law Low Oct. 1, 2020 Jan. 5, 2021 Quarterly

Firmly LLC Low Jan. 1, 2021 Apr. 5, 2021 Quarterly

Hello Divorce Low Aug. 1, 2021 Oct. 5, 2021 Quarterly

Rocket Lawyer Low-Moderate Oct. 1, 2020 Nov. 5, 2020 Monthly

R&R Legal Services Low-Moderate Jan. 1, 2021 Feb. 5, 2021 Monthly

LawPal Low-Moderate Jan. 15, 2021 Jan. 5, 2021 Monthly

FOCL Law Low-Moderate Jan. 1, 2021
Oct. 1, 2021 (relaunch) Feb. 5, 2021 Monthly

Xira Connect Low- Moderate Sept. 1, 2021 Oct. 5, 2021 Monthly

Davis & Sanchez Low-Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

Legal Claims Benefits Low-Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

1Law Moderate Oct. 1, 2020 Nov. 5, 2020 Monthly

LawHQ Moderate July 15, 2021 Aug. 5, 2021 Monthly

Nuttal Brown Moderate Feb. 1, 2021 Mar. 5, 2021 Monthly

Estate Guru Moderate Dec. 1, 2020 Jan. 5, 2020 Monthly

Sudbury Consulting / Code for America Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

Off the Record Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

Law on Call Moderate Apr. 1, 2021 May. 5, 2021 Monthly

DSD Solutions Moderate Aug. 1, 2021 Sept. 5, 2021 Monthly

Pearson Butler Moderate Apr. 1, 2021 May 5, 2021 Monthly

Timp Cert. Legal Advocates Moderate Jun. 1, 2021 Jul. 5, 2021 Monthly

Mountain West Legal Protective Moderate Jul. 1, 2021 Aug. 5, 2021 Monthly

Jordanelle Blocks Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

Law Geex Moderate Aug. 2, 2021 Sept. 1, 2021 Monthly

Holy Cross Ministries Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

Gregory Hawkins Moderate TBD TBD Monthly

AAA Fair Credit High TBD TBD Monthly
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Snell & Wilmer weighing benefits of joining programs

“Crickets” so far from Big Four accountancies

Bloomberg Law News 2021-07-29T00:24:58154-04:00
Law Firm Deregulation Programs Gain Speed in Utah, Arizona (1)

By Sam Skolnik 2021-05-25T13:45:17000-04:00
1.  Snell & Wilmer weighing benefits of joining programs

2.  “Crickets” so far from Big Four accountancies

Efforts to allow non-lawyers to own law firms in Arizona and Utah are picking up steam, as participating

companies say it’s inevitable that more states will be following similar paths.

Utah’s regulatory “sandbox” and Arizona’s “alternative business structures” program are being closely

watched by the country’s largest law firms like Snell & Wilmer, which is actively weighing the possible

benefits.

“Snell & Wilmer has considered and is considering opportunities that these changes may present to a

traditional law firm,” said Mark Morris, a Salt Lake City-based partner with the firm, which also has offices in

Phoenix and Tucson, Arizona. The firm, he said, “is closely watching the successes and failures of others

who are actively participating in these programs to help guide any future decisions.”

The fates of the two programs, which are designed to improve access to justice and spur innovation, likely

will have a direct impact on the several other states that are considering loosening or repealing their own

law firm ownership regulations, including California.

“We see it as a responsibility to move this forward,” said Tom Glover, president of Northwest Registered

Agent LLC, a corporate registration service that owns Law on Call, a Utah sandbox participant that he says is

the first entirely non-lawyer-owned law firm in the U.S.

“If we’re successful, we’re going to be showing other states the way.”

Boosting Innovation

 Agent Offline
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Snell & Wilmer isn’t likely in the short term to take the radical step of giving technologists or other non-

lawyers an ownership stake in the firm by making them partners, according to Morris.

Still, “there may come a time when a non-lawyer’s contributions or role are so significant to the success of

the firm and serving our clients that ownership in the firm in compliance with modified regulatory rules

makes sense,” he said.

The 28 sandbox participants approved in Utah range from Rocket Lawyer, a company of more than 250

employees that is the only entity so far to have applied to both states’ programs, to smaller outfits such as

Xira Connect, a software-based platform that connects legal consumers with Utah lawyers and state-

licensed paralegal practitioners. Utah is collecting data on these non-traditional providers as the sandbox

continues.
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Last August, Arizona took things a step further by eliminating its version of ethics Rule 5.4, which had

barred nonlawyers from having an economic interest in law firms or other legal service operations. The

court simultaneously created a framework to license new types of business structures.

Arizona’s program has three new alternative business structures approved so far and another nine

applicants in the pipeline. It isn’t collecting data to gauge the long-term viability of these hybrid companies,

but participants must submit to background checks before they can be approved. 

‘Wild West’

No firm’s application has been rejected in Arizona so far, said Suzanne Porter, manager of legal service

programs for the Arizona Supreme Court.

A range of companies have applied to take part, including Singular Law Group, a divorce law firm whose

website says its use of technology cuts costs for clients.

Kent Phelps is a founding partner at Trajan Estate LLC, one of the three approved alternative business

structures in Arizona. He says his new company—an estate planning law firm co-owned by non-attorney

fiduciary advisor Jeff Junior—has clearly benefited.

Phelps and Junior no longer have to refer clients to each other while operating separately. Now, they can

build a business together—"a very powerful benefit” for clients, Phelps said. The new set-up has already led

to increased revenues and several new-attorney hires, he said.

“We’ve been referred to as the Wild West, but that’s a good thing,” said Porter. Rule 5.4 for too long had

been seen as a means to advance the interests of the legal industry, not the public, she said.

Though legal industry observers have suggested that a prime potential beneficiary of legal services

ownership reform could be the Big Four accounting companies—Deloitte, KPMG, EY, and PwC—none have

publicly expressed interest in Utah’s sandbox or Arizona’s ABS program.

Porter and Lucy Ricca, executive director of the Utah Office of Legal Services Innovation, said they have not

heard a word about Big Four representatives inquiring about either program.

“Crickets,” said Ricca.

Deloitte spokeswoman Shelley Pfaendler declined comment. Representatives of EY and PwC did not

respond to questions about the programs.

KPMG spokeswoman Amy Diaz told Bloomberg Law that the company doesn’t offer legal services in the U.S.

and other jurisdictions where it is not permissible to do so.

“We follow developments around the world in regards to potential future opportunities to deliver services

in new markets, including any changes in the U.S. market,” Diaz said.
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Big Law firms, the Big Four, and other alternative legal service providers, will have more time to consider

joining the Utah program, given that the Utah Supreme Court recently added another five years to the

program. The rule changes that were made in Arizona are permanent.

“What we’re doing is building an entirely new regulatory framework,” said Ricca. “It’s a very ambitious

concept.”

(The 20th through the 22nd paragraphs are revised or new, to add in comment from a KPMG

spokeswoman.)

To contact the reporter on this story: Sam Skolnik in Washington at sskolnik@bloomberglaw.com

To contact the editors responsible for this story: Chris Opfer at copfer@bloomberglaw.com; Rebekah

Mintzer at rmintzer@bloomberglaw.com
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Utah Supreme Court Standing Order No. 15 
(Amended) 

(Amended June 3, 2021) 

This Standing Order establishes a pilot legal regulatory sandbox and an 

Office of Legal Services Innovation to assist the Utah Supreme Court with 

overseeing and regulating the practice of law by nontraditional legal 

service providers or by traditional providers offering nontraditional legal 

services. Unless otherwise provided, this Order shall expire on the second 

anniversary of its effective date. 

The Standing Order is effective as of August 14, 2020 (Amended 

June 3, 2021). 

Background 

The access-to-justice crisis across the globe, the United States, and 

Utah has reached the breaking point.1 As to how affordable and 

accessible civil justice is to people, the 2020 World Justice Project 

Rules of Law Index ranks the United States 109th of 128 countries.2 

As to that same factor, out of the thirty-seven high-income 

countries, the United States ranks dead last.3 

To put it into perspective, a recent study by the Legal Services 

Corporation found that 86 percent “of the civil legal problems 

reported by low-income Americans in [2016–17] received 

                                                      
1 Access to justice means the ability of citizens to meaningfully access 

solutions to their justice problems, which includes access to legal 

information, advice, and resources, as well as access to the courts. See 

Rebecca L. Sandefur, Access to What?, DAEDALUS, Winter 2019, 49. 

2  WORLD JUSTICE PROJECT, WORLD JUSTICE PROJECT RULE OF LAW INDEX 

2020 14, 

https://worldjusticeproject.org/sites/default/files/documents/WJP-

ROLI-2020-Online_0.pdf. 

3  Id. 

(continued . . .) 
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inadequate or no legal help.”4 Similarly, a recently published study 

out of California “[m]odeled on the Legal Services” study, 

concluded that 60 percent of that state’s low-income citizens and 55 

percent of its citizens “regardless of income experience at least one 

civil legal problem in their household each year.” The study also 

found that 85 percent of these legal problems “received no or 

inadequate legal help.”5 Closer to home, an in-depth April 2020 

analysis of the legal needs of Utahns living at 200 percent or less of 

the federal poverty guidelines found that their unmet legal needs 

stood at 82 percent.6 

For years, the Utah Supreme Court has made combating the access-

to-justice crisis confronting Utahns of all socioeconomic levels a top 

priority. To date, the Supreme Court, along with the Judicial 

Council and the Utah Bar Association, have worked ceaselessly to 

improve access to justice through many initiatives: the Utah Courts 

Self-Help Center, the Licensed Paralegal Practitioner Program, 

form reform, and the Online Dispute Resolution Program, to name 

but a few. What has become clear during this time is that real 

change in Utahns’ access to legal services requires recognition that 

we will never volunteer ourselves across the access-to-justice 

divide and that what is needed is market-based, far-reaching 

reform focused on opening up the legal market to new providers, 

business models, and service options.  

In its boldest step toward bridging the access-to-justice gap, the 

Supreme Court has undertaken an effort to reevaluate and amend 

several of the regulations it has historically relied upon in 

governing the practice of law. This Standing Order and 

accompanying rule changes implement that effort. The Supreme 

                                                      
4  LEGAL SERVICES CORPORATION, THE JUSTICE GAP: MEASURING THE 

UNMET CIVIL LEGAL NEEDS OF LOW-INCOME AMERICANS (2017). 

5  STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA TASK FORCE ON ACCESS THROUGH 

INNOVATION OF LEGAL SERVICES, FINAL REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 

11–12 (2020) (emphasis added). 

6  UTAH FOUNDATION, THE JUSTICE GAP: ADDRESSING THE UNMET LEGAL 

NEEDS OF LOWER-INCOME UTAHNS 23 (2020). 

(continued . . .) 
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Court believes that the regulatory reform set out in this Standing 

Order will shrink the access-to-justice gap by fostering innovation 

and harnessing market forces, all while protecting consumers of 

legal services from harm.7 

1.  General Provisions 

In accordance with its plenary and exclusive authority and 

responsibility under article VIII, section 4 of the Utah Constitution 

to govern the practice of law, the Utah Supreme Court establishes 

the Office of Legal Services Innovation (Innovation Office). The 

Innovation Office will operate under the direct auspices of the 

Supreme Court and its purpose will be to assist the Supreme Court 

in overseeing and regulating nontraditional legal services 

providers and the delivery of nontraditional legal services.8 To this 

end, and subject to Supreme Court oversight, the Innovation Office 

will establish and administer a pilot legal regulatory sandbox 

(Sandbox)9 through which individuals and entities may be 

approved to offer nontraditional legal services to the public 

through nontraditional providers or traditional providers using 

novel approaches and means, including options not permitted by 

the Rules of Professional Conduct and other applicable rules. The 

                                                      
7  The Supreme Court’s decision to pursue changes regarding its 

governance of the practice of law is in keeping with (1) the Resolution of 

the Conference of Chief Justices and (2) the Resolution of the American 

Bar Association’s House of Delegates “to consider regulatory innovations 

that have the potential to improve the accessibility, affordability, and 

quality of civil legal services, while also ensuring necessary and 

appropriate protections that best serve clients and the public . . . .” 

8 In Utah, the practice of law is defined by Utah Supreme Court Rule of 

Professional Practice 14-802. This Standing Order incorporates that 

definition. For an understanding of “nontraditional legal services 

providers” and “nontraditional legal services,” please refer to Section 3.3 

(Regulatory Scope). 

9  A regulatory sandbox is a policy tool through which a government or 

regulatory body permits limited relaxation of applicable rules to facilitate 

the development and testing of innovative business models, products, or 

services by sandbox participants. 

(continued . . .) 
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Supreme Court establishes the Innovation Office and the Sandbox 

for a pilot phase of seven years from the original effective date of 

this Standing Order (August 14, 2020). At the end of that period, 

the Supreme Court will carefully evaluate the program as a whole, 

including the Sandbox, to determine if it should continue. Indeed, 

unless expressly authorized by the Supreme Court, the program 

will expire at the conclusion of the seven-year study period. 

2. Innovation Office 

In carrying out the responsibilities designated to it by the Utah 

Supreme Court, the Innovation Office, at all times, will be subject 

to the Supreme Court’s direction and control. Furthermore, the 

Innovation Office will have no authority to regulate any 

individuals, entities, or activities that are beyond the Supreme 

Court’s constitutional scope and mandate to govern the practice of 

law.10 With these overarching restrictions firmly in mind, the 

Innovation Office will have responsibility with respect to the 

regulation of non-traditional legal services provided by traditional 

legal providers and non-traditional and traditional legal services 

provided by non-traditional legal providers, including those 

services offered within the Sandbox and those that have been 

approved for the general legal market (“exit or exited the 

Sandbox”). The Innovation Office will be responsible for 

(1) evaluating potential entrants to the Sandbox and 

recommending to the Supreme Court which entrants should to be 

admitted; (2) developing, overseeing, and regulating the Sandbox, 

including establishing protocols and monitoring nontraditional 

                                                      
10 By way of illustration, the Supreme Court has authorized real estate 

agents to advise their customers with respect to, and to complete, state-

approved forms directly related to the sale of real estate. See Rule of the 

Utah Supreme Court Rules of Professional Practice 14-802(c)(12)(A). 

Outside of this grant, and the ability to modify it, the Supreme Court has 

no authority with respect to regulating real estate agents. That authority 

rests with the legislative and executive branches. By way of further 

illustration, some attorneys hold both J.D.s and M.D.s. The Supreme Court 

only governs the ability of these individuals to practice law. It has never 

interfered with their ability to practice medicine. 

(continued . . .) 
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legal providers and services therein, as well as terminating an 

entrant’s participation in the Sandbox where deemed appropriate 

and in keeping with the regulatory principles set forth below; and 

(3) recommending to the Supreme Court which entrants be 

permitted to exit the Sandbox and enter the general legal market.11 

The Innovation Office will be funded initially by a grant from the 

State Justice Institute and in-kind contributions from the National 

Center for State Courts and the Institute for the Advancement of 

the American Legal System. The Innovation Office will have the 

authority to seek additional grant funding and may also be 

supported through licensing fees as noted in Section 4.9. 

The Innovation Office will meet regularly and at least monthly, on 

a day and at a time and place of its convenience. It will also report 

monthly to the Supreme Court during one of the Court’s regularly 

scheduled meetings. 

2.1 Office Composition 

The Utah Supreme Court will appoint the members of the 

Innovation Office.12 The Innovation Office will consist of a Chair, 

Vice-Chair, and nine additional members, all serving on a 

volunteer basis. Five of the members shall serve as the Executive 

Committee of the Innovation Office. The Executive Committee 

shall be composed of the Chair and Vice-Chair and three additional 

members appointed by the Court. The Executive Committee will be 

responsible for setting the Agenda for each meeting of the 

Innovation Office and for making initial recommendations to the 

Innovation Office regarding applicants. 

In the event of a vacancy, or on its own motion, the Supreme Court 

will appoint, depending on the vacancy, a new Chair, Vice-Chair, 

or member. The Court will strive to appoint nonlawyers (pubic 

                                                      
11 Innovation Office resources may limit the number of Sandbox entrants. 

12 The Supreme Court Task Force on Regulatory Reform shall continue to 

operate pending the appointment of the members of the Innovation 

Office. Upon appointment of the members of the Innovation Office, Utah 

Supreme Court Standing Order 14 shall be vacated in accordance with the 

terms of that Standing Order.  
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members) as at least five of the members and will prioritize a 

membership body diverse across gender, race, ethnicity, sexual 

orientation, socioeconomic background, and professional 

expertise. 

Innovation Office actions will be taken by majority vote by a 

quorum of the members. 

2.2 Conflicts of Interests 

The Utah Supreme Court acknowledges that instances may arise in 

which Innovation Office members may face conflicts of interest 

between their business or personal affairs and their member duties. 

A conflict of interest arises when members—or a member of their 

immediate family—have a financial interest in a Sandbox applicant 

or participant or in an entity that has successfully exited the 

Sandbox. For example, a member’s firm may apply to offer services 

as part of the Sandbox. Recognizing that transparency and public 

confidence are paramount concerns, the Supreme Court requires 

that in cases of conflict, the implicated member(s) disclose the 

conflict to the Innovation Office in writing and recuse from any 

involvement regarding that particular Sandbox applicant or 

participant. The Innovation Office will maintain a record of all 

conflicts and recusals and make all records related to conflicts and 

recusals publicly available. 

2.3 Office Authority 

Subject to the limitations set forth in the Standing Order and the 

ultimate authority and control of the Utah Supreme Court, the 

Innovation Office will have the authority to oversee the 

nontraditional provision of legal services (see Section 3.3.2 on 

Regulatory Scope) using an objectives-based and risk-based 

approach to regulation. 

Objectives-based regulation specifically and clearly articulates 

regulatory objectives to guide development and implementation. 

Both the Innovation Office and the Sandbox participants will be 

guided in their actions by specific objectives. 

Risk-based regulation uses data-driven assessments of market 

activities to target regulatory resources to those entities and 
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activities presenting the highest risk to the regulatory objectives 

and consumer well-being. Using risk-based regulation enables the 

Innovation Office to better prioritize its resources and manage risks 

in the Utah legal services market. 

The Supreme Court grants the Innovation Office the authority to 

develop and propose processes and procedures around licensing, 

monitoring, and enforcement to carry out its mission in light of the 

Regulatory Objective and Regulatory Principles outlined in Section 

3.13 

The Innovation Office must submit proposed processes, 

procedures, and fee schedules to the Supreme Court for approval 

as they are developed and before they take effect. 

3. Regulatory Objective, Principles, and Scope 

3.1 Regulatory Objective 

The overarching goal of this reform is to improve access to justice. 

With this goal firmly in mind, the Innovation Office will be guided 

by a single regulatory objective: To ensure consumers have access 

to a well-developed, high-quality, innovative, affordable, and 

competitive market for legal services. The Utah Supreme Court’s 

view is that adherence to this objective will improve access to 

justice by improving the ability of Utahns to meaningfully access 

solutions to their justice problems, including access to legal 

information, advice, and other resources, as well as access to the 

courts. 

                                                      
13  The Implementation Task Force on Regulatory Reform has already 

established an Innovation Office Manual. A copy of that manual may be 

viewed at sandbox.utcourt.gov. 

(continued . . .) 
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3.2 Regulatory Principles 

The Innovation Office will be guided by the following regulatory 

principles: 

1. Regulation should be based on the evaluation of risk to the 

consumer.14 

2. Risk to the consumer should be evaluated relative to the 

current legal services options available.15 

3. Regulation should establish probabilistic thresholds for 

acceptable levels of harm.16 

4. Regulation should be empirically driven.17 

5. Regulation should be guided by a market-based approach.18 

                                                      
14  The phrase “based on the evaluation of risk” means that regulatory 

intervention should be proportional and responsive to the actual risk of 

harm posed to the consumer, as supported by the evidence. 

15  The phrase “relative to the current legal service options available” 

means that risk should not be evaluated as against an ideal of perfect legal 

representation by a lawyer. Risk should rather be measured as against the 

reality of current market options for consumers. In many cases, that means 

no access to legal representation or legal resources at all. 

16  The phrase “probabilistic thresholds for acceptable levels of harm” 

(the chance a consumer is harmed) means the probability of a risk 

occurring and the magnitude of the harm should the risk occur. Based on 

this assessment, the Innovation Office will determine thresholds of 

acceptable risks for identified harms. Regulatory resources should be 

focused on areas in which, on balance, there is a high probability of harm 

or a significant impact from that harm on the consumer or the market. 

17  The phrase “empirically driven” means that the regulatory approach 

and actions must be supported, whenever possible, by data from the legal 

services market. 

18  The phrase “market-based approach” means that regulatory tactics 

should seek to align regulatory incentives with increased revenue or 

decreased costs for market participants in order to encourage desired 

behavior or outcomes. 

(continued . . .) 
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3.3 Regulatory Scope 

As noted, under the auspices of the Utah Supreme Court, the 

Innovation Office will be responsible for developing, overseeing, 

and regulating the Sandbox, including the oversight of 

nontraditional legal providers and services therein. The Supreme 

Court offers the following examples to help individuals and 

entities, lawyers and nonlawyers alike, understand the Innovation 

Office’s regulatory scope. These examples are just that and the list 

is not intended to be exhaustive. 

3.3.1 Outside the Regulatory Scope 

Individuals and entities that carry out the following activities are 

outside the Innovation Office’s regulatory scope, remain under the 

Utah Bar’s authority, and need not notify the Innovation Office: 

Partnerships, corporations, and companies entirely owned and 

controlled by lawyers in good standing; individual lawyers with an 

active Utah Bar license; and legal services nonprofits: 

(i)  offering traditional legal services as permitted under the 

Rules of Professional Conduct; or 

(ii) using new advertising, solicitation, fee-sharing, or fee-

splitting approaches as contemplated by the Rules of 

Professional Conduct.19 

                                                      
19 Partnerships, corporations, and companies entirely owned and 

controlled by lawyers; individual lawyers with an active Utah Bar license; 

and legal services nonprofits may not, however, engage in fee-splitting or 

fee-sharing in an effort to avoid the prohibition against outside ownership 

set forth in rule 5.4A of the Utah Rules of Professional Conduct. 

(continued . . .) 
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3.3.2 Within the Innovation Office’s Regulatory 

Scope 

Individuals and entities that carry out the following activities are 

within the scope of the Innovation Office’s regulatory authority and 

are subject to this Standing Order’s requirements:20 

(a) Partnerships, corporations, and companies entirely owned and 

controlled by lawyers; individual lawyers with an active Utah 

Bar license; and legal services nonprofits partnering with a 

nonlawyer-owned entity to offer legal services as contemplated 

by Rule 5.4B;  

(b) Nonlawyer owned entities, or legal entities in which 

nonlawyers are partial owners (for profit or nonprofit): 

(i) offering legal practice options whether directly or by 

partnership, joint venture, subsidiary, franchise, or other 

corporate structure or business arrangement, not 

authorized under the Rules of Professional Conduct in 

effect prior to [Month] [Date], 2020, or under Utah Supreme 

Court Rule of Professional Practice 14-802; or 

(ii) practicing law through technology platforms, or lawyer or 

nonlawyer staff, or through an acquired law firm. 

3.3.3 Disbarred Lawyers and Individuals with 

Criminal History 

Disbarred Lawyers. The Utah Supreme Court has determined that 

lawyers who have been disbarred21 present a significant risk of 

harm to consumers if in the position of ownership or control of an 

entity or individual providing legal services. Therefore, disbarred 

                                                      
20 This list is not meant to be exclusive or exhaustive. There may be 

business arrangements, models, products, or services not contemplated in 

Section 3.3.2, which are welcome and should come through the Sandbox. 

The Sandbox is not, however, meant to enable lawyers not licensed in 

Utah to practice in Utah without authorization from the Utah State Bar. 

21 For purposes of this Standing Order, a lawyer whose license has been 

suspended qualifies as a disbarred lawyer during the period of 

suspension. 
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lawyers are not permitted to gain or hold an ownership interest of 

greater than 10 percent in any entity authorized to practice law 

under Rule 5.4B or this Standing Order. 

In addition, any entity applying for authorization to offer services 

in the Sandbox must disclose the following: 

(a) whether the entity has any material corporate relationship 

and/or business partnership with a disbarred lawyer, and 

(b) whether a disbarred lawyer works with or within the entity, 

in either an employment or contractual relationship, and is 

in a managerial role in the direct provision of legal services 

to consumers. 

Criminal History. The Supreme Court has determined that 

individuals with certain serious criminal histories may present an 

increased risk of harm to consumers if in the position of ownership 

or control of a legal service entity. 

Any entity applying for authorization to offer services in the 

Sandbox must disclose the following: 

(a) whether any individual holding an ownership interest of 

greater than 10 percent in the entity has a felony criminal 

history,  

(b) whether the entity has any material corporate relationship 

or business partnership with an individual with a felony 

criminal history, and 

(c) whether an individual with a felony criminal history works 

with or within the entity, in either an employment or 

contractual relationship, and is in a managerial role in the 

direct provision of legal services to consumers. 

The Innovation Office, on receipt of any disclosures required above, 

will incorporate the information into the risk assessment of the 

entity as appropriate. To the extent permitted by law, the 

Innovation Office may also conduct independent criminal history 

checks.  

Falsifying any information, including lawyer status and individual 

criminal history, is a basis for dismissal from the Sandbox and in 
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the event the entity or individual has exited the Sandbox, a basis for 

loss of licensure. Other criminal and civil sanctions may also apply. 

4. The Sandbox 

The Sandbox is a policy tool by which the Utah Supreme Court, 

through the Innovation Office, can permit innovative legal services 

to be offered to the public in a controlled environment. The 

Innovation Office will develop, oversee, and regulate the Sandbox 

according to the guidance outlined in this Standing Order. 

Individuals and entities wanting to offer the public nontraditional 

legal business models, services, or products must notify the 

Innovation Office. Individuals and entities in the Sandbox will be 

subject to such data reporting requirements and ongoing 

supervision as the Innovation Office determines, so long as the 

requirements fall within its regulatory authority. 

4.1 Application 

All individuals and entities that fall within the Regulatory Scope 

(Section 3.3.2) must apply to the Innovation Office for authorization 

to enter the Sandbox.  

4.2 Application Process 

The objective of the application process is for the Innovation Office 

to determine that the legal service proposed by the applicant 

furthers the Regulatory Objective and does not present 

unacceptable levels of risk of consumer harm. The Innovation 

Office will develop an efficient and responsive process for intake, 

review, assessment, and response to applications. 

The Utah Supreme Court contemplates that the application process 

will be iterative and will include communications between the 

Innovation Office and the various applicants, as necessary. 

The Innovation Office will make a determination as to whether an 

applicant’s proposed legal service furthers the Regulatory 

Objective and does not present an unacceptable risk of consumer 

harm. The Innovation Office will make recommendations to the 

Supreme Court regarding whether an applicant should be 

authorized and the associated requirements for the applicant (e.g., 

reporting, disclosure, risk mitigation, insurance requirements). In 
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developing these requirements, the Innovation Office will consider 

the Regulatory Objective and Regulatory Principles. 

If the Innovation Office does not find that an applicant’s proposed 

legal service furthers the Regulatory Objective or finds that it 

presents an unacceptable risk of consumer harm, the Innovation 

Office will deny the proposed authorization, and will include a 

brief written explanation supporting the finding. The Innovation 

Office will develop a process for appeal of a denial of a proposed 

authorization to the Supreme Court. 

4.3 Authorization 

As with the licensing of lawyers and Licensed Paralegal 

Practitioners, the Utah Supreme Court will ultimately be 

responsible for approving or denying authorization to 

nontraditional legal service providers. 

An approved application means permission to offer the proposed 

legal service in the Sandbox as outlined in the approval and under 

the Innovation Office’s authority. Authorized participants and 

services are deemed authorized to practice law in Utah, albeit on a 

limited and temporary basis, under Utah Supreme Court Rule of 

Professional Practice 14-802. 

Denial of authorization by the Supreme Court has the effect of 

returning the application to the Innovation Office. The Supreme 

Court may include a brief written explanation of the reasons for its 

decision not to authorize the applicant. This information may guide 

the applicant in how to potentially resolve concerns and revise its 

application for reconsideration for authorization. However, to be 

clear, some (perhaps many) applicants may not be approved to 

enter or exit the Sandbox.   

Additionally, and to be clear, authorization to practice law does not 

impact any of the other requirements that may be imposed upon an 

entity (e.g., business license, tax commission registration, etc.). 

4.4 Licensing (Exiting the Sandbox) 

Sandbox participants that are able to demonstrate that their legal 

services are safe—i.e., that they do not cause levels of consumer 

harm above threshold levels established by the Innovation Office—
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may be approved to exit the Sandbox and may be granted the 

appropriate license to practice law by the Utah Supreme Court 

pursuant to Utah Supreme Court Rule of Professional Practice 

14-802. Such providers and services will remain under the 

regulatory authority of the Supreme Court, through the Innovation 

Office and subject to such monitoring and reporting requirements 

as the terms of the license indicate and subject to the enforcement 

authority of the Innovation Office. 

The Innovation Office will develop the process (subject to Supreme 

Court approval) by which providers and services exit the Sandbox. 

It is anticipated that this process will generally follow that outlined 

for application approval, including an assessment of the provider 

or service, a finding on the consumer safety of the provider or 

service, and a recommendation to the Supreme Court as to the 

scope of the license and associated requirements (e.g., reporting). 

The Innovation Office is authorized to make the licensing 

assessment, findings, and recommendations at both the individual 

or entity level and a more categorical level—i.e., to recommend that 

a category of legal service providers be licensed to practice law in 

Utah. 

If the Innovation Office does not find that a participant’s proposed 

legal service furthers the Regulatory Objective or finds that it 

presents an unacceptable risk of consumer harm, the Innovation 

Office will deny the proposed licensure, and will include a brief 

written explanation supporting the finding. The Innovation Office 

will develop and propose the process for appeal of a denial of 

Sandbox exit to the Supreme Court. 

4.5  Fees 

The Innovation Office will have the authority to propose a fee 

schedule to the Utah Supreme Court. Unless otherwise required, 

fees paid will be used to fund the Innovation Office. 

4.6  Monitoring and Measuring Risk 

The Innovation Office will have the authority to develop the 

measurements by which it assesses and manages risk. The 

Innovation Office will identify specific harms presenting the most 

significant risk to the Regulatory Objective. All regulated 
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providers, whether in the Sandbox or after exiting, have a proactive 

duty to report any unforeseen risks or harms of which they become 

aware. 

As noted, the Innovation Office will have the authority to develop 

specific data reporting requirements to monitor consumer risk of 

harm as part of both Sandbox authorization and general licensing 

of proposed legal services. The Innovation Office will develop 

processes and procedures for intake, review, and assessment of 

incoming data at an individual provider level, across different 

market sectors, and across the market as a whole. The Innovation 

Office will have the authority to increase or decrease reporting 

requirements as indicated by the provider’s performance in the 

market and compliance with the Innovation Office’s requirements. 

The Innovation Office will have the authority to take proactive 

actions to effect monitoring of providers and the market as a whole, 

including but not limited to market surveys, expert audits, 

anonymous testing, and “secret shopper” tests. The Innovation 

Office will also develop processes and procedures for intake, 

review, and assessment of information coming from sources such 

as media, other governmental or nongovernmental institutions, 

whistleblowers, and academia. 

The Utah Supreme Court acknowledges that this regulatory 

approach does not remove all possibility of harm from the market 

and, in fact, contemplates that sometimes there may be no 

regulatory enforcement action even though some consumers may 

experience harm. Nevertheless, aggrieved consumers may seek 

relief and remedy through traditional channels of civil litigation or, 

if applicable, the criminal justice system. 

4.7 Consumer Complaints 

The Innovation Office will develop a process by which consumers 

may directly complain to the Office. The Innovation Office will 

develop a process by which individual complaint information is fed 

into the larger data reporting system to contribute to the assessment 

of risk. 
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4.8 Enforcement 

The Innovation Office will develop standards for enforcement 

authority upon regulated providers in line with the Regulatory 

Objective and Regulatory Principles. Enforcement will generally be 

triggered when the evidence of consumer harm exceeds the 

applicable acceptable consumer harm threshold. The Innovation 

Office will also develop the range of enforcement mechanisms it 

deems appropriate, including but not limited to education, 

increased reporting requirements, fines, and suspension or 

termination of authorization or license. Last, the Innovation Office 

will develop a process for appealing enforcement decisions to the 

Innovation Office, and then to the Utah Supreme Court. 

Once the Innovation Office has developed these various processes 

and procedures, they will be submitted to the Supreme Court for 

review and, if appropriate, approval. Both the Supreme Court and 

the Innovation Office will strive to make the enforcement process 

as transparent, targeted, and responsive as possible. 

4.9 Standards of Conduct 

As stated in Rule 5.4(B), lawyers engaging with the nontraditional 

provision of legal services, as owners, employees, contractors, or 

business partners with Sandbox participants or licensed providers 

are required to uphold their duties as required by the Rules of 

Professional Conduct. 

4.10 Confidentiality 

The Innovation Office shall maintain a commitment to 

transparency in the execution of its mission. Identities of applicants 

to the Sandbox and the applications themselves are presumed to be 

public information and will be shared via the Innovation Office 

website. 

Applicants may designate appropriate, specific information in the 

application and/or in any data reported as required by the 

Innovation Office as confidential business information under the 

Government Records and Access Management Act (GRAMA). See 

UTAH CODE § 63G-2-305(1)–(2). The Innovation Office will 

maintain the confidentiality of such designated information and it 
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will be redacted from the publicly released documents. Nothing, 

however, in this paragraph limits the ability of the Innovation 

Office to provide aggregate and anonymized data sets to outside 

researchers, subject to a duly executed data sharing agreement with 

the Court. 

4.11 Reporting Requirements 

The Innovation Office will be responsible for regular reporting to 

the Utah Supreme Court and the public on the status of the 

Sandbox, the Sandbox participants, licensed providers, and 

consumers. 

The reports to the Supreme Court must be monthly. Reports to the 

Supreme Court must include the following: 

o The number of applicants 

o General information about applicants (e.g., type of legal 

entity, ownership makeup, target market, proposed type of 

service, legal need to be addressed, subject matter served) 

o Numbers of (along with general information) 

o Applicants recommended for Sandbox entry   

o Applicants denied Sandbox entry 

o Sandbox applicants on hold 

o Applicants recommended to exit Sandbox 

o Applicants not recommended to exit Sandbox 

o Numbers and demographic data (as available) on 

consumers served by the Sandbox and licensed providers 

o Identification of risk trends and responses 

The Innovation Office will, subject to existing law, have the 

authority to determine the nature and frequency of its reports to the 

public, but must, at a minimum, report the information identified 

above on an annual basis (keeping anonymity and confidentiality 

as required). 

4.12 Jurisdiction 

Entities authorized to practice law within the Sandbox and licensed 

to practice law on exiting the Sandbox are subject to the jurisdiction 

of this Court. Any false or misleading statements made by entities 

or their members throughout the regulatory relationship, whether 
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during application, authorization, reporting, monitoring, or 

enforcement, whether discovered at the time or at any time 

afterward, will be independent grounds for enforcement and an 

aggravating factor in any enforcement proceeding based on other 

conduct. Any fraudulent or materially misleading statements made 

by an entity or its members to the Innovation Office or the Court 

may result in revocation of the entity’s authorization to practice 

law. 

4.13 Termination of Pilot Phase 

The Sandbox is a policy tool, adopted by the Utah Supreme Court 

to develop a new regulatory approach to nontraditional legal 

services and to inform the Supreme Court’s decision-making on 

rule changes necessary to support the expanded legal services 

market. The Supreme Court has set out a seven-year period of 

operation for this pilot phase of the Innovation Office and Sandbox. 

At the end of the pilot phase, the Supreme Court will determine if 

and in what form the Innovation Office will continue. Sandbox 

participants authorized and in good standing at the end of the 

seven-year period and for whom there appears to be little risk of 

consumer harm will be able to continue operations under the 

authority of the Innovation Office or other appropriate entity 

should the Innovation Office cease to exist. Entities that have 

successfully exited the Sandbox will be able to continue operations 

under the authority of the Innovation Office or other appropriate 

entity should the Innovation Office cease to exist. 

 

________________________  ________________________ 

Date     Matthew B. Durrant 

     Chief Justice 

July 20, 2021
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